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4. OVERLAY (3,0) PROGRAM PLOTER
The final overlay (Fig. III-8) is only called if tle optional
plot indicator so specifies. If it is called it reads plot titles
from tape. reads the plot variable time histories from tape, and
plots those time histories that have been previously specified.
(Fig. III-9).





PLOT 1 ^-^ PLOTSS
Fig. III-8. PROGRAM PLOTER Calling Structure
C. PROGRAM INPUT DATA
The main program overlay, DOCK00, reads the initial program
data.. These data consist of three cards that are actually read
by Subroutine START. This subroutine is from the FORMA library
(Ref III-1). The first card sets a program run number (RUNNO);
the second and third cards are used as title cards. The user
may here indicate any comments applicable to the particular run.
The next card reads four integer variables with a 1615 format.
These variables are:
MINIC	 = 0 if intend to read entire state vector (e.g.,
continuing the simulation from a previous run)
= 1 if desire to read 6x3 array of minimum initial
conditions
IFPLuT	 = 0 if no time history plot output is desired
= 1 if plot output is desired. It will be neces-
sary to insert (in the proper location) as




Rewind Time History Data Tape
Read Time H-; story Data
Rewind Time History Plot Title Tape
Read a Plot Title
Set Up Grid Variables
Plot a Variable Time History
END
Fig. III-9. PROGRAM PLOTER Logic Flow
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IFPER = 0 if no prespective or stereo pairs plots are
desired
- 1 if perspective plots are desire
- 2 if stereo pairs plots are desired
IFPNCH = 0 if do not want to punch state vector at end
of simulation
= 1 if desire to punch state vector at end of si-
mulation (e.g., want to read state vector in
as initial conditions for next run)
The next card reads two integer variables with a 1615 format:
NCNSYS the number of control system parameters (34
in the present version of the program)
NFORCS the number of contro l.. system forces (10 in
the present version)
The next card reads the simulation tire variables and certain
plot variables with an 8E10.0 format:
STARTT start time for the simulation
DELTAT time increment for numerical integration
ENDT end time fcr the simulation
XDLTA indicator for abscissa division on output plots.
The total abscissa will be XDLTA x NXPL x 10
wide.	 The variable NXPL is read individually
t for each plot on the appropriate title card.
XPRNT print interval indicator.	 Program will print
every XPRNT interval.
The next four cards read required program input scalars with
an 8E10.0 format.	 Refer to Appendix A for a description of these
data.
AA 2.25	 probe geometry
AB 0.85	 probe geometry
AD 0.708	 probe geometry
AE 0.965	 probe geometry






DLB 14.48 probe geometry
DLD 12.90 probe geometry
DLE 17.59 probe geometry
DLF 4.75 probe geometry
DLI 14.10 probe geometry
DLP 3.30 probe geometry
DLQ 16.53 probe geometry
DLS 2.055 probe geometry
FDO 11.5 probe geometry
PEO 10.5 probe geometry
ALPHAD 42.75 drogue cone half angle
CSPHER 2.58 radius of probe head
RADCON 13.56 radius of drogue cone
AKD1 retract force constant
AKD2 retract force constant
a
AKD3 retract force constant
= RHOSO 2.08 stroke to open secondary orifice
FRETL	 1000.0 limiting retract force
EXTL 11.12 probe extended length
TLAG time lag for initiation of retract mode
TSTAR i_apture time-program will compute if cap-
ture achieved during the run; if contin-
uing a run where capture occurred during
the previous simulation, must read in
the correct value of capture time
HDMU coefficient of friction for probe head on
drogue
ARMMU coefficient of friction for pitch arms on
drogue
dINDMU binding friction coefficient
The next three cards read the initial components of the vector
from point T to point D in the T coordinate system (TDTO).	 These
data are read by Subroutine READ (Ref III-1).	 The initial compo-
nents of the vector from point C to point P in the C coordinate
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system (CPCO) ire read next. This array is followed by an array
that reads the initial angular position (SIGMA) of the three pitch
arms relative to the C coordinate system.
Vehicle inertia data are read next. Target vehicle mass and
inertia is followed by chase vehicle mass and inertia. Mass is
read by a scalar (AMT and AMC); the 3x3 inertia arrays (AIT and
AIC) are read by Subroutine READ.
The next data read concerns probe stiffness and damping char-
acteristics. There are eight of these arrays. They are, in order,
FSPROX	 probe barrel load stroke curve
FDMROX	 probe barrel damping-accounts for barrel
friction
FSPALL	 moment-rotation curve for probe loading
FDMALY	 damping for probe rotation coordinates (y axis)
FSPALU	 moment-rotation curve for probe unloading
FDMALZ	 damping for probe rotation coordinates (z axis)
FSPATT	 attenuator spring force curve-identical for
three attenuators
FDME.,TT	 attenuat.or damping curve-identical for three
attentuators
Note that in setting up these arrays, the 1,1 element of each must
be set to a floating point value one less than the number of col-
umns in the array. The 2,1 element is a dummy value and is not
used in the program.
With the exception of the first three data cards, the informa-
tion read to this point has been read by PROGRAM SETUP, the first
overlay. SETUP now calls Subroutine HSIG in order to read elastic
data. HSIG initially reads five variables with a 31.5,2E10.0 for-
mat. These variables are:
IFELAS	 - 0 no elastic properties to be read
- 1 read elastic properties
NMODET	 number of TV modes
NMODEC	 number of CV modes	 not required if
ZETAT	 TV modal damping (% critical) IFELAS - 0
ZETAC
	
CV modal damping (% criticai)
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reads the necessary modal
Frequencies are read into
Subroutine REVISE, another
positioning vector., :.o take
am in an array. The b a '. ance
If IFELAS - 1, the subroutine now
data for the TV and Lhen for the CV.
a work space as are modal amplitudes.
FORMA subroutine, operates with three
only those desired modes and store th,
of the modal data is neglected.
Control now returns to SETUP and, depending on the value of
MINIC extablished previously, two options are available:
MINIC
	
= 0 the complete state vector is read by READ.
This option provides for a continuous series
of runs; the output from one run is used as
input to the next.
1 a 6x3 array of minimum initial conditions are
read. These conditions have been previously
detailed (Table II-1). These data are actual-
ly read by a call to Subroutine MINYS.
If the parameter iFPLOT was previously set to 1 it is now ne-
cessary to read a plot title card for each individual plot that
is desired as output.	 This information will be written on a tape
and therefore will be available when the plot overlay (PRCCR,*1
PLOTER) is called.	 The following information is required on each
card.	 The format is	 (2I5,2X,Il,2X,2(A6,4X),tAlO).
NCX column indicator for abscissa variable.	 Beier
to Subroutine SETPLT for location of i-,dividual
variable in plot array.
NCY column indicator for ordinate variable
NXPL refer to description of XDLTA
XNAME variable name for abscissa
YNAME variable name for ordinate
PTITLE plot title
A more detailed description of these data and the required
format will be found under Subroutine PLOTi (Ref III-1).
This concludes the data read by PROGRAM SETUP. 	 The remainder
of the data is read by Subroutines CONSYS and SETPER w::en they are
called for the first time.
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Subroutine CONEYS reads all data associated with the several
control systems.	 This was done so that changes in control systems
could be made without impacting the entire program. 	 If	 is de-
sir.:d to change the control laws it is necessary only	 codify
CONSYS and read new data. 	 The basic program logic is u	 ltered
although it might be necessary to read a new value for NCNSYS or
NFORCS.	 Three data cards are required.	 The variables read here,
using the 8E10.0 format, are:
FXCSM CV axial thrust (400 lb in the current version)
AKRX CMG roll channel gain
AKRY CMG pitch channel gain
AKRZ CMG yaw channel gain
AKDX CMG roll channel gain
AKDY CMG pitch channel gain
AKDZ CMG yaw channel gain
OMFX CMG roll channel filter break frequency
OMFY CMG pitch channel filter break frequency
OMFZ CMG yaw channel filter break frequency
:
ZETFX CMG roll channel filter damping ratio
ZETFY CMG Ditch channel filter damping ratio
ZETFZ CMG yaw channel filter damping ratio
: AX CMG roll channel transfer function gain
AY CMG pitch channel transfer function gain
AZ CMr, yaw channel transfer function gain
BX CMG roll channel time constant
BY CMG pitch channel time constant
BZ CMG yaw channel time constant
TLIM total CMG torque limiting value
A detailed description of the CMG control system logic and
definition of the input variables will be found in Appendix B.
If the value of IFELAS is not equal to zero an array of modal
slopes at the CMG aensor locations is now required.	 There must
be as many modes here as target vehicle modes, NMODET.	 The input
data for the TACS control system and the RCS control system is
read as a 6x12 array CVEC by Subroutine READ.	 Definition of these




The final data are required only if the variable IF?ER is not
equal to zero. This information is re q uired for Subroutine SUPER
which plots perspective or stereo pairs views of the probe and
drogue. A complete descriptioi. of required data will be found
under the description of Subroutine PLOT3 (Ref III-1?.
There is no further data required. When the simulation reaches
F.NDT, control returns to Subroutine START. The rur. is terminated
with a STOP card.
Note that a consistent set of input units is used throughout





A comprehensive summary of program input is detailed in
Table III-1.
D. PROGRAM OUTPUT
A summary of PROGRAM DOCKEL output is presented in this sec-
tion. Actual program output generated from the input listed in
Appendix D will be found in Appendix E.
The output begins with a print of all data. Data that were
read into the program by Subroutine READ is printed (by READ)
immediately after they are read. Other data are printed just before
the beginning of the numerical integration. The time history and
oth,r pertinent program output follows. This information is
printed at every XPRNT interval during the course of the simula-
tion. The following information is available at each print time:
SIMULATION TIME	 Docking simulation time
Y(I)	 Y DOT(I)	 State vector and state vector time deriva-
tive
U - TARGET	 Six velocity components for TV (See Equa-
tion II-143, Vol I)
X - TARGET	 Three components of TV position vector in
inertial space (see Equation II-135, Vol I)
W.R-70-2 (Vol II)
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TAPt.0 Ill- l .	 umptRT OF INPUT DATA
3 r r, CALL 'TAWT
Inni FOR4A1 116I51
It1g 2 FO#;MA I 1315• 1E11WIS
inr" FO SPA1 1?I5. 2X0 110 2X0 21A6•MXI• 4A1L/
10^a ro)'MAT 18^1q.'tl
2nO1 FORMA T 10AIC1
2012 FORMAT 1I59SX.6FIC.01
2003 FORMAT WIC.r,l
READ (NIT01001) PINIC. IFPLOto IFPER• IFPNCt1
DEAD tNI101VOI), NCNSTSO NFOPCS
READ INIT01DO4i SIARTTO OELTAT• ENO*• XDL1Ao, XPRNT
P-LAD 4NJT010041 AA. A go AO• Ale AF. AP• Me OLD. OLE.
•	 DLF• Olt. OLP• 01.8. OLS ► F009 PEO.
•	 ALPMAD• CSPMER. RADCON• AA019 A902• AK039 RHOSO.
•	 FRETL. E X TL• TLAG• TSTAAs MOMU• ARMMU• BINOMU
CALL READ ITOTO • kit N29	 1•	 31
CALL READ ICPCC • N10 k 29 It 31
CALL READ ISIBMA . Nit N1•	 10	 31
DEAD (NIT0100 141 AMT
CALL rEAU (Alt	 . Nit N2•	 It	 31
R EAD 4NIT0IO041 AMC
CALL READ LAIC	 • N1• N29	 39	 31
DO 1S I = 10 04
CALL PEAR IFSPRNGII.1•II• Ni. N2. 29 KTABLEI
CALL READ (FD AM P 11•ioll. N1 ► N2• 29 KTABLE)
1S CONTINUE
READ (NIT•10021 IFELAS• NMOOET• NMODEC. ZETAT• ZETAC
IF IIFELAS .EO. 01 50 TO 200
00 101 L = 1 0 2
CALL READ IVYORK 0 NI•NCF• 191001






CALL RCA r)IM IIYEC . MI0NC1 ►	 1.1001
CALL PEADIh IIYEC	 • N1•NC19	 191001
l0n CONTINUE
2nD CONTINUE
IF IPTNIC .EQ. CI CALL R EAD ('t	 • Nit N24o	 191001
TF (MIMIC .E0. 11 CALL READ (DATMIN. 6. 39 69 31
IF (IFPLOt •EC. 01 GO TO 90
1vn RFAn INl` • 1003) NCX• NCr. NXPL• XNAME • rNAME. PTITLE
IF INCX .4% 01 ;0 TO 10%0
°Q CONTINUE
DEAn INIT0lr0N1 FXCSM. AKPX. AKRT• AKRZ•
•	 AKOX. AKDY. A0102. OMFX. OMFr. OMF2•
ZFTFX. ZETFr. ZETF20 AX• AV* A2.
BX. Br• QZ. TIIM
IF (IFFLAS .En. 0) SO TO 9S
CALL READ (C1*GSLP•o9NMCDET.G.261
95 CONTINUE
CALL READ t	 CV!C.N1.M.^. 69121
IF (IFPER Ali * C1 60 TO 300
DEAD INIT020011 IPTIM E111•t-1.81
PEAO I4IT02CO2/ IFFIX09RANGLE.EE00CANGLE
RE AD IMIT9100.1 ICOELOC1110I=1011






GAMMA TARGET Six direction cosines which orient TV body
x and y axes with respect to inertial space
(see Equation II-135, Vol I)
U - CHASE Six velocity components for CV
X - CHASE Three components of CV position vector in
inertial space.
GAMMA CHASE Six direction cosines which orient CV bod.,
x and y axes with respect to inertial space.
RHOS Six parameters that characterize the defor-
mation of the probe assembly (see Equation
II-136, Vol I)
MODE VEL -	 TARGET TV normal velocity coordinates
MODE DISP - TARGET TV normal displacement coordinates
MODE VEL - CHASE CV normal velocity coordinates
MODE DISP - CHASE CV normal displacement coordinates
CON SYS PARAI^TERS Attitude control system parameters (see
Appendix A, Vol I)
DSD VECTOR x, y, z components of vector from D (apex
of cone) to S (probe swivel point) in D
coordinate system
PHI Constraint displacement parameter (instan-
taneous di3tance between potential contact
points) for each of 10 possible constraints
(see Section II, Vol I)
LAMBDA Constraint force for each of 10 possible
' constraints (see Section II, Vol I)
MODE Constraint indicator; if zero constraint
is "out", if unity the constraint is "in"
(See Section II, Vol I)
RETRACT FORCE Magnitude of retract force acting on probe
barrel piston during the retract mode
E	 BINDING FRICTION FORCE 	 Binding friction force acting on probe
inner barrel.
FORCE AT PT D Three components of force at apex of drogue
cone






FORCE AT PT P
MOMENT AT PT P
ELAPSED CP TIME
Three components of force at probe hard
point
Three components of moment at probe hard
point
Total elapsed CDC 6400/6500 Central Pro-
cessor time since beginning of run.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
This volume has presented the graphical output from a series
of demonstration runs made with the digital computer program for
docking simulation (DOCKEL). The results have a common denomina-
tor in that the several runs all considered a fixed orbital con-
figuration. Also, the definition of the probe/drogue docking
mechanism was held constant throughout as were the initial condi-
tions. The intent wa:• to demonstrate the overall versatility of
the docking program and to present results that might indicate,
in a qualitative way, the variations in response due to the in-
cl •ision of typical control systems, CV axial thrust, and elastic
pr-)perties. A total of 12 cases were considered.
As the intent here was to demonstrate capability rather than
provide a complete parametric study, conclusions drawn from these
results must be limited to the particular configuration that was
considered.
Chase vehicle axial thrust is required for successful probe
capture. The effect of increasing thrust is to decrease time to
capture while increasing postimpact velocities and loads. There
appears to be no significant variation in probe deformation char-
acteristics. The addition of a CMG attitude control system has
little effect on probe deformation, cap ture success, and result-
ing loads. However, there is a sizable variation observed in
postimpact rotational velocities. The CMG system appears to have
a stabilizing effect, the degree of stabilization tends to in-
crease with increasing CMG torque capability.
Addition of a TACS has a small effect on capture time, probe
deformations, or vehicle rates. A slight increase in resultant
forces can be noted as the magnitude of the TACS thruster output
is increased. Increasing TACS capability tends to increase the
stabilizing efectiveness of the system. The results for the
case that considered a RCS show no great difference than the re-
sults for the case without this control system except that an
RCS does have a tendency to correct the initial CV attitude error.
The most important conclusion to be drawn regarding ti,e ex-
clusion of vehicle elastic effects is that the resultant forces
and moments actii,g on the TV are increased as elastic properties
are deleted. For;:e peaks may be as much as 10% greater for the
rigid case than for the case that assumed the TV to have all sig-
nificant elastic modes with frequency less than 5 Hz. Conversely,
the effect of omitting elastic properties is to radically de-
4	 crease computer running time. The computer time required for the
rigid case is only about 1/6 of that required for the case with
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As all results were generated with the same vehicle and dock-
ing mechanism properties, no conclusions regarding variation in
vehicle geometry, inertial properties, or probe mechanism charac-
teristics can be established. A study of the effects on the dock-
ing response due to variations in these parameters would require
a more extensive investigation than was possible here.
As has been mentioned previously, the intent of the numerical
investigations conducted during the course of this study and pre-
sented in this volume was not to provide a complete parametric
study for a particular configuration or class of configurations.
Rather the intent was to provide an illustration of program capa-
bility and to illustrate tha various available options, particu-
larly those regarding control systems.
The program has, however, been formulated in a manner that
lends itself to a parametric study. Care has been exercised in
the formulation of the subroutines that read input data in order
to make the actual data required a minimum. Likewise, the pro-
gram output, particularly the time history plots, has been chosen
to reflect ghat information most useful to the analyst.J
MCR-70-2 (Vol II)
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This appendix presents a summary of several docking mechanism
characteristics that are necessary program input data. A descrip-
tion of probe geometry, friction characteristics, probe preload
calculations, attenuator and attachment structure force-deflec-
tion data, and retract mechanism characteristics are included.
A. GEOMETRY
Figure A-1 shows a line drawing of the docking probe. The
geometry defined on this figure is delineated in Table A-1. The
values, except where noted, are from Ref A-1.
i
Fig. A-1 Probe Mechanism Geometry
ri
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Table A-] Probe Geometry
k I = 14.10 in. as - 2.25 in.
k p =
3.30 in. a*b = 0.85 in.
kf = 4.75 in. a*d = 0.708 in.
k	 ^ 2.055 in. a* = 0.965 in.
s e
4.25 in. kb* = 14.48 in.ap =
a£ = 3.085 in.
z  =
12.90 in.
X	 = 17.59 in.
e
X	 = 16.53 in.
4
c = 2.58 in.
*Indicates value scaled from drawing,
Ref A-2.
Note that the analysis considers the probe head to be modeled as





A side load on the probe resulting from probe/drogue contact
causes the probe motion to be influenced by a binding friction
force. This force can be determined from a static representation
of the probe and the pertinent forces, Fig. A-2.
A-3
Fig. A-2 Binding Friction Model
From statics it follows that
FL(q+ks) =RF(kq-px)
RA + FL
 = R 
k + k	 k + k
R 	 q	 s	 q	 sRF FL k - p
	
RA FL k - p - 1
q	 x	 q	 x
























and is a function of temperature (T),
t
and	 f (Px) = f* (px)/f* (pxo) .
Evaluation of f(P x) is presented in Table A-2 and shown in Fig.
A-3. Values of u(T) are given in Ref A-1.
Table A-2 Calculation of f (P X)
Px
(in. )
°,q + 2Z  + P x
(in. )
91 q - Px
(in. ) f * (p x) f (Pxl
11.12 31.77 5.41 5.87 1.0
9. 29.65 7.53 3.94 0.672
7. 27.65 9.53 2.902 0.495
5. 25.65 11.53 2.223 0.379
3. 23.65 13.53 1.747 0.298
1. 2.65 15.53 1.394 0.238
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11.12	 PX (in.)	 0.54
Fig. A-3 Graphical Representation of f(PX)
C. ATTACHMENT STRUCTURE FORCE-DEFLECTION DATA
Probe attachment structure force-deflection data (moment ver-
sus angular deflection) is presented in Table A-3 and Fig. A-4.
The data are from Ref A-4.















0 0 C. 0 0 0
0.2 230 15U 0.00734 6,265 40085
0.4 475 305 0.01468 129940 89310
0.6 715 450 0.02202 199500 129280
0.8 960 630 0.02936 26,170 179180
1.0 1220 815 0.03670 33,220 229,200
1.2 1500 1040 0.04405 40,800 28,350
1.4 1800 1320 0.05135 499100 369000
1.6 2170 1725 0.05870 599150 471,000
1.8 2650 2390 0.06605 72,300 65,150


























Fig. A-4 Graphical Representation of Attachment Structure
Force - Deflection Data
D. PRELOAD 3ALANCE CALCULATION
When the probe is in the extended position, the three atten-
uator spring forces, the three tension link forces, and the
probe extension spring force must be in static balance. These
forces can be determined from the expression for virtual power:
3
^B = FBv* +	 FA v J+3 + FT
 v J+61 .
j =1 i
The velocities v l , vj+3 , and vj+6 , expressed in terms of 6 X Y1•





















V 4 fl	 f7
V 5 f',	 fg
V 6	 - f3	 f9
V 7 f4	 f10
Vg f5	 fil
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f 4 f 10
f 5 	 f ll






Symmetry of the probe requires that
F = F = F	 F
A l	 A2	 A3	 T1









1(f 4 + 




k(f7 + fg + f 9)	 lY1
(f10 + f ll + f12)
ri
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The virtual power, expressed in another way, is
^B 	Fpx xp + FylYl
and the preload equilibrium equations are
F 	 1 (fl + f2 + f 3)	 (f4 + f5 + f 6)	 F 	 0
x -	 F	 =
FYl	 (f 7+ fg +f9,	 (f1O+fll+fl2)	
FAl	 0
it
Again, symmetry of the probe implies that
f l =f 2 =f3,	 f 4 =f 5 =f6
f7 = f8 = f9,	 f1O = f ll = f12
and the equilibrium equations reduce to
1 3f 1 3f 4 	 F 	 0




The coefficients f l , f 4 , f 7 , flo can be calculated using known
geometry. The notation used here is that of Volume I.
f l = fd	 iP/Ifdl
fd ip
 = 
z 	 z  + P  z  cosy - ad sing = 9.665
fd • i p = 0
fd kP = of - as - z  sing + ad cosy = -6.247
IfdI = 11.508
fl = uAlx = 0.84113, uAly = 0., uAlz = -0.5437





f 4 = -pe	 ipl peg
pe • ip = z 
pe • j P = 0
pe • k
P
 = a 
1 pe l = 10
z  + P  - k  cosy - a  sing = 7.187
- as - Z  sing + a  cosy = -7.657
.5012
f4 = -uTlx = -0.6844, uTly = 0., uTlz = -0.7292
f l o = -(Qe siny - a  cosy ) u
Tlx + (k . cosy + a  siny ) uTlz = -17.683
Assuming now that the attenuator preload (Ref A-1) is
FA 1 = 65/2 = 32.5 lb
yields FT 
1 
= 21.8 lb and F  = -37.2 lb.
E. EXTEND SPRING LOAD-DEFLECTION DATA
The data presented in Table A-4 and Fig. A-5 for the probe














Table A-4 Extend Spring Load-Deflection Data
Deflection	 Load	 p x
(in.)	 (lb)	 (in.)
15. - 69. 11.12*
13.5 - 74.8 9.62
12. - 81. 8.12
10. - 89.3 6.12








Note:	 1. * indicates fully extended probe.
2. p x - 6 - 3.88 in.
3. Bottoming spring constant
40 x 10 3 lb/in.









The TV coordinate system is defined in Fig. I-3. Vehicle in-
ertial properties are shown in Table I-3. The elastic effects
of this vehicle are considered through the inclusion of signifi-
cant elastic modes with natural frequencies less than 5 Hz.
Fig. I-3 Target Vehicle Coordinate System
Table I-3 Target Vehicle Inertial Properties
M = 296.4 lb-sect/in.
I	 = 6.428x10 6
 lb-in.-sec t	I	 = 1.622x10 `' lb-in.-sect
xx	 xy
I	 = 2.474x10 7
 lb-in.-sec2
	




I	 = 2.50X10 7
 lb-in.-sec2
	








F. ATTENUATOR LOAD-STROKE DATA
The attenuator load-stroke data shown in Table A-5 is from
Ref A-1. The data are shown graphically in Fig. A-6.













0 65 0 11.5 - 32.5
0.25 56 21 11.25 - 38.5
0.5 63 28 11.0 - 45.5
1.0 78 47 10.5 - 62.5
1.5 103 70 10.0 - 86.5
2.0 140 107 9.5 -123.5
2.5 203 167 9.0 -185.0
3.0 330 280 8.5 -305.0
3.07 360 360 8.43 -360.0



















Fig. A-6 Graphical Representation of Attenuator Load-Stroke
Da t?
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G. ATTENUATOR DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS
The attenuator damping characteristics shown in Table A -6 are
from Ref A-1.





T	 70°F - 250°F T	 -65°F T = -80°F
1.32 78 78 78
0.12 18 18 18
- 0.12 -	 18 -	 18 -	 18
- 0.24 - 210 - 500 - 690
- 0.60 - 405 - 680 - 915
- 1.20 - 630 - 890 -1205
- 2.76 - 910 -1240 -1710
- 4.8 -1175 -1610 -2210
- 7.2 -1435 -2005 -2770





























Fig. A-7 Graphical Representation of Running Friction
I. RETRACT FORCE
The flow rate of a compressible perfect gas through an ori-
fice can be expressed by the equation,
J'+1
2 y-1 AopB
W C 0 R CY + 1)
	 T
Data from Ref A-1 indicate the following values for the dock-
ing probe retract system:
pB = Bottle pressure = 7.2 x 10 5 lb/ft2;
Bottle volume = 3.55 x 10-3
 ft3;
TB = Bottle temperature = 530°R;
Bottle gas mass = 0.0827 lb-sect/ft;
A = Bottle orifice area = 1.35 x 10 -7 ft2;
0
Bottle secondary orifice area = 9.43 x 10-7 ft2;






T = -100°F f-(12 1 45)
2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14
p (in./sec)
0A-14
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y - Specific heat ratio = 1.05;
Retract piston area - 0.0328 ft2;
R - Gas constant - 55.16 ft/°R;
Co - Orifice coefficient - 0.62 (assumed).
The flow rates for the primary and secondary orifices are then:
Wprimary - 1.22 x 10-3 lb/sec;
Wsecondary  = 8.5 x 10-3 lb/sec;
An expression for the retract piston force time history can





Fig. 8 Schematic for Retract Piston Force
Time History
The force acting on the piston is
F - 12WRT At = 12WRT At
p	 X 
	 k  - P 
Evaluating the above yields Fpl 
= 16.53 - p
428.22 0t
	 for 2.08< P x < ll.12
x
(primary orifice open) and 2983.5 ^t - At* for p x <Fp2	
Fpl + 16.53 - P
x
2.08 (primary and secondary orifices open).
	
The value F* 1
 is
p
F	 the value of Fpl at the time (At*) that the secondary orifice
opens.
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The output chosen for presentation represents only a fraction
of that output available from the program and was selected as being
most representative for the individual cases. A summary of the
output for each case is shown in Table II-3.
Table TI-3 Output Table
Case Con iguration
Output Set No.














BLC } Nomiral CMGs
BLC + "High" CMGs
PLC + "Low" TACS
BU' + "Moderate'	 TACS
BLC + Nominal TACS
BLC + Nominal RCS
BLC - Elastic Modes
BLC - Elastic Modes with f > hz
BLC - Axial Thrust
:LC + 200-1b Axial Thrust
BLC + Nominal CMGs, Nominal RCS,
Nominal. TACS, + Probe Retract
( Elastic ,Modes
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This appendix summarizes the attitude control systems con-
sidered in the docking simulation. Three control systems are
described; each system may be included or omitted at the user's
option.
A. CONTROL MOMENT GYRO ATTI1%7^'JE CONTROL SYSTEM
A block diagram for the CMG system acting on the target ve-
hicle is shown in Fig. B-1. The transfer function (1/F) for each
channel is of the form.
1 -	 1
Fx 0 y,z	 +	 + 1
Wf wf
with the parameters for the three channels shown in Table B-1.
Fig. B-1 Control Moment Gyro Attitude Control System Block Diagram





































0. 2.000. 00	 4.000.00	 6.000.00	 8.000.00	 + . 00
T +;ed
Fig. I1-1 Output for Case SC-1 (Sheet 1 of 15)
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KD (in.-lb/rad) 5.57 x 10 5 27.18 x 10 5 53.8 x 105
KR (in.-lb sec/rad) 25 x 10 5 176 x 10 5 242 x 105
;, Filter Damping Ratio 0.5 0.5 0.5
Wf , Filter Break Frequency
(rad/sec) 2.2 1.25 1.9





x	 y	 z	 Ts + 1
with a = 0.61, T = 0.24. The total CMG output torque is limited
to 1440 in. -lb.
B. THRUSTER ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM/REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
A block diagram for the TACS/RCS is shown in Ftg. B -2. The
TACS is a control system acting on the target vehicle. The RCS
controls the chase vehicle. Significant control system parame-
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Table B-2 Thruster AtW




d, Displacement limit (deg) }2 ±2 ±2
al , Rate gain (deg/deg/sec) 20 20 20
ao, Displacement gain (deg/deg) 2 2 2
a2 , Mixer gain (volt/deg) 20 20 20
Ko , Feedback gain (volt/volt) 0 0 0
Kf , Feedback gain (volt/volt) 0 0 0
TV Time constant (sec) 0.5 0.5 0.5
Switch dead space (volts) -20 ±20 ±20
Ec , Switch output (volts) ±100 ±100 ±100
Minimum pulse width (sec) 0 0 0




d, Displacement limit (deg) .±4 ±4 ±4
a l , Rate gain (deg/deg/sec) 1 1 1
a o , Displacement gain (deg/deg) 0.5 0.5 0.5
a2 , Mixer gain (volt/deg) 10 10 10
Ko , Feedback gain,	 (volt/volt) 0.007 0.007 0.007
Kf , Feedback gain (volt/volt) 1.0 1.0 1.0
TV Time constant (sec) 1.0 110 1.0
Switch dead space (volts) ±20 ±20 ±20
Ec , Switch output (volts) ±100 ±100 ±100
Minimum pulse width (sec) 0 0 0
MCR-70-2 (Vol II)
Each thruster is assumed to produce 100 lb of thrust. Using
known geometry for the TV and the CV yields the control forces
(torques) shown in Table B-4.
Table B-4 TACS/RCS Control Forces and Moments
TACS
Tx = 28,320 in.-lb 	 (2 nozzles, 11.8 ft center
line to nozzle)
F = 200 lb	 (2 nozzles)
y
F z = 100 lb	 (1 nozzle)
RCS
Tx = 15,360 in.-lb
T = 15,360 i.n.-lb	
(2 nozzles, 6.4 ft center-

















Appendix C presents a complete listing of DOCKEL. Sample in-
put data appear in Appendix D. Sample output, using the input of
Appendix D, appears in Appendix E. Subroutines required by the
program that are included in the FORMA library are not included
in this appendix. A listing and a complete description of these





SU qR0t_ITI'1F ATXBV (A•39cl
CIMENSICK	 A(393)• B(319 C(3)
C









DIMENSION A(3)v 8(31• C(31
C
C	 COOED 9Y CARL BODLEY 	 MARCH 1968
C
Do 10 I=1.3




DIMENSION	 A(393)9 9(3.3)9 C(3.3)
C










CIMENSION	 A(3.3)• B(393)• C(393)
C










DIMENSION A(3.319 9(3)• C(3)
C
C	 COOED BY CARL BOOLEY 	 MARCH 1968
C
00 10 I :1.3
C(I) = 0.0
00 1C K:1 93







C	 SUBROUTINE TO INCREMENT THE RHO COORDINATES IN SUCH A WAY THAT NO
C	 PHICON .LT. D.
C
C	 SUBROUTINES THAT ARE CALLED ARE --- INV2NP AND MULT
C
C	 COOED BY CARL BOOLEY9 JULY 1969
C
COMMON /BTOATA/ TRHO(99619 OL5(109619 BLV(79391




•	 9TRHP( 3931 9TRTP (3931 9TRRP 139393)
COMMON /VECTOP/ Y(150)9YOT(1501
COMMON /YPSTNS/ NUT 9NXT9N6AMT•NUC9NXC9NGAMC9NRH09
•	 NXITOT9NXIT9NXIC0T9NXIC9 NOELCS
C












IP4 = I + 4
IP7 = I + 7
IVEC(I 1 = MODE(I ►
IVEC(IP4) = 1100EtIP4)
IF (MODE(I) .E2, 0 .AND. MOOE(IP4) .EQ. 01 IVEC(IP41 = 1




IF (IVEC(I) -EQ. 0) 60 TO 20
NVAL = NVAL + 1




CALL REVISE (DELPHI9IVEC9JVEC(1)9M1(V91C9 1969 19 109 6)
C
*F (MODE(%) .EQ. 0) 60 TO 50
C
DO 25 I=193
25 YKV(I+31 = -OELPHI(41•TRHT(29I1
C




L = I + NRHO - 1
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SUBROUTINE CONSYS
C
COMMON /RC1234/ BC1110.619 SC2(10.61• RC3(1092619 SC4(10926)
COMMON /CSFORC/ FOR CS(1[)• NFORCS
COMMON /CSYSTM/ CVEC(6.1519 EULR(619 f_OOTt61






COMMON /NMODES/ NMODET9 NMO DEC• IFELAS
COMMON /PHILAM/ PHICON4101•ALAM(1019 MODE(101
COMMON /PULSES/ QPA(6)
COMMON /RETRCT/ A9019AK029AK039RHOSOeFRETL *EXTL•TLA69TSTAR•FRET
COMMON /TIMESSI STARTT•QELTAT• T. ENOT• TMST9 NSECS
COMMON /VECTOR/ Y(1SO)• YOT(1S01





DATA NIT• NOT / S• 6
DATA I1ST• TEST / 0• 0.0
C
C	 SET FORCE TRANSFORMATIONS AND READ CONTROL AND ELASTIC INPUT.
C
IF (JBA -EQ- I .AND. I1ST .EQ. 0) 60 TO 3
GO TO 5
3 CALL ZERO (BC1• NFORCS• 6. 101
CALL ZERO (BC29 NFORCS• 6. 101
CALL ZERO (BC3• NFORCS• NMODET• 10)
CALL ZERO t8C4• NFORCS• NMODEC• 101




IF (IFELAS .EG. 0) GO TO 1S
CALL READ	 (8C3(2.11•N1•N1qOT•I0.261
IF (NMOT .EQ- NMODET) 60 TO 15
WRITE (NOT•1001)
lOCl FORMAT (25H1GYRO SIDS NOT COMPATIBLE)
STOP
15 SC211.11 = 1.a	
9C1(S•41 = 1.
BCI(6.21 = 1.
BCI t 7.31 =1,
00 4 I = 1.3
BCI(I+19I+31 - 1.
4 BC2(1 4 79I+3) = 1.0
C
S CONTINUE
IF (I1ST .EQ. 1) GO TO 10
C
CALL READ (CVEC• NRC• NCC• 6. 15)
8C1t6.41 - —CVEC(3.12)
SC1(6.61 = CVEC(1.121
a	 BCI(7.4) = CVEC(2.12)
8C1(79S) = —CVEC(1.121
IF (MINIC .EQ. 01 GO TO 8
00 7 I=1.3
T	 Y(NDELCS








COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR THE CMG SYSTEM.
C






OMFZ2X = (49*ZETFX**2 + 2.)*OMFX**2
OMFZ2Y = (4.*ZETFY**2 + 2.)*OMFY**2













IF (MODE14) -EQ. 11 TEST = 1.




OMGG(il = Y(NUT + 31
OMGG(21 = Y(NUT + 4)
OMGG(31 = Y(NUT + SI
CALL MULTAD ISC3(2. 1).Y(NXITDTI.OMGG939NMODETtlelOr1S0.3)
SNP = SIN(Y(NOELCS + 1))
CSP = COS(Y(NDELCS + 1)1
SNT = SIN(Y(NDELCS + 211
CST = COS(Y(NDELCS + 2))
YOT(NDELCS + 11 = OMGG(1)+OMGG(21*SNP'*SNT/CST
*	 +OMGG13)*CSP*SNT/CST
YOT(NOELCS + 21 = OMGG(21*CSP — OMGG(3)*SNP
TDT(NDELCS + 31 = OMGG(31
YOT(NOELCS + 41 = OMF4X*(AKRX*OMGG(11+AKDX*Y(NDELCS+Ii
•	 -Y(NDELCS* 7)1 — OMFZIX*Y(NDELCS+ 41
•	 -OMFZ2X•Y(NDELCS+ S1 — OMFZ3X*Y(NOELCS+ 61.
YOT(NOELCS + 51 = T(NDELCS + 41
TOT(NDELCS + 61 = Y(NDELCS + S1
YOT(NDELCS + 7) = Y(NDELCS + 6)
YOT(NOELCS + 81 = (AX*Y(NDELCS + 71 — Y(NOELCS + 8)1/BX
YDTINOELCS + 91 = OMF4Y*(AKRY*OMGG(2)+AKOY*Y(NOELCS+21
•	 —Y(NDELCS+1211— OMFZIY*Y(NOELCS+ 91
•	 —OMFZ2Y•Y(NDELCS+10)—OMFZ3Y•T(NOELCS+111
YOT(NOELCS +101 = Y(NDELCS + 91
YDT(NDELCS +111 = Y(NOELCS +101
YDT(NOELCS +121 = Y(NDELCS +111
YOT(NDELCS +131 = (AY*Y (NDELCS +12) — T (NDELCS +13111BY
YOT(NOELCS +141 = OMF4Z*(AKRZ*014GG(31+AKDZ*Y(NOELCS+31
*	 -Y(NDELCS+1711— 014FZIZ*Y(NDELCS+14)
*	 -004FZ2Z*Y(NOELCS+IS1—OMFZ3Z*Y(NDELCS+161
YDT(NOELCS +151 = Y(NDELCS +141
YOT(NOELCS +161 = Y(NDELCS +1S)
YDTINDELCS +171 = Y(NOELCS +161
YOT(NOELCS +181 = (AZ*Y(NDELCS +171 — Y(NOELCS +181118Z
C
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FORCS13)	 =	 -YINDELCS +	 13)
FORCS M = -YINDELCS + 181
IF (FORCS(2) .LT. -TLIM) FORCS(21	 = -TLIM
IF (FORCS(21 .GT. TLIM) FORCS121
	 = TLIM
IF (FORCS(3) .LT. -TL IMI FORCS(31	 = -TLIM
IF (FORCSI3) .GT. TLIMI FORCS(3)
	 = TLIM
IF (FORCS(4) .LT. -TLIM) FORCS14)	 =
-TLIM





CALCULATE CONTROL SIGNALS (INCLUDING SIGNALS TO BE INTEGRATEDI AkI
C
	




EVLRII ) = Y(NDELCS+T 1
EULR(I+31 = YINDELCS•!+191
EDOTIII = OMGG(I)
17 EDOT(I+31 = Y(NUC+I+21
SNP = SIN(Y(NDELCS + 19)1
CSP = COS(YINDELCS + 1911
SNT = SIN(YINDELCS + 20)1
CST = COS(Y(NDELCS + 2011
YOT(NOELCS + 191 = EDOT(4)+EOOT(51•SNP•SN7/CST
•	 +EDOT(61*CSP•SNT/CST
YDT(NDELCS + 20) = EOOT(5)•CSP - EDOT16)sSNP
YDT(NDELCS + 211 = EDOT(5)•SNP/CST + EDOT(61•CSP/CST
C
DO 50 I = 1.6





FORCSII + 4) = -OPA(I)






C SUBROUTINE TO SET CONSTRAINT MODE BASED ON INPUT GEOMETRY ONLY.
C THE SUBROUTINE IS CALLED INITIALLY AND ONLY ON THE 4TH TIME OF THE
C RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL LOOP.
C
C SUBROUTINES THAT	 ARE CALLED ARE --- BAKOFF96EOM AND KINMAT.
C
C COOED BY CARL BODLEY• JULY 1969
C
COMMON	 /LIPARM/ FLAMCt 31 •QRMAG(31





DATA	 EPSU9	 IFCAP•	 MAXITR•	 I1ST
•	 0.010	 09	 150	 0/
C
IF	 (I1ST	 .GT.	 0)	 GO TO 5
DO	 8 I=1+8
8 MODE(II	 = 0
I1ST	 =	 1
5 ICOUNT = 0
1CD DO	 10	 I=198
IFTEST(I)	 = 0
IF	 (PHICON(I)	 .LE.	 EPSUI MODE4I1	 =	 1
IF	 (PHICON(II	 .LT.	 0.)	 IFTEST(11	 =	 1
10 CONTINUE
C
IF	 (IFCAP	 .EQ.	 1)	 MODE($)	 =	 1
IF	 (MODE(8)	 .EQ.	 1)	 MODEM = 0
IF	 (MOOE(8)	 .EQ.	 11	 IFCAP	 =	 1




IP4 = I • 4
IF (FLAMC(I) .LE. 0.01 PODE(IP41 = 0
IF (MODE(I) .EQ. 1 .AND. MODE(IP41 .EQ. 11 GO TO 20
60 TO IS
20 IF (PHICON(II .LE. PHICON(IP411 MOOE(IP41 = 0
IF (PHICON(I) .GT. PHICON(IP4)1 MODE(I 1 = 0
15 CONTINUE
C
IF (04OOE(8) .EQ. 1 .AND. PHICON481 .GE. EPSUI IFTEST(8) = 1
PHCN9 = ASSIPHICON19 ))
PHCN10	 ABStPHICON11011
IF (MODE(81 .EQ. 1 .AND. PHCN9 .6E. EPSUI IFTEST181 = 1




25 IFOUT = IFOUT • IFTEST(II•MODE(l)
IF (IFOUT .EQ. 0 .AND. ICOUNT .GT. PI RETURN
C
ICOUNT = ICOUNT • I
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SUBROUTINE CSLOOP IMCHNLI
C
C	 SUBROUTINE CSLOOP COMPUTES THE SIGNALS AT NECESSARY POINTS It( THE
C	 CONTROL LOOPS FOR ALL CHANNELS.
C
C VARIARLE DEFINITION (PER CHANNEL 1
C	 01 THRU 05 — SIGNALS WITHIN THE CONTROL SYSTEM.
C	 ANGLE — ANGULAR M ENTATION IRAOIANS)
C	 TFL — CONTROL SYSTEM FIRST ORDER TIME CONSTANT.
C	 A09 Alt A29 C019 CFL — CONTROL SYSTEM 16AIN CONSTANTS.
C	 ANGVEL — ANGULAR RATE OF CHANGE OF BODY , (RAO/SEC1 e
C	 ANGLMT — ANGULAR ORIC14TATION ERROR LIMIT OF BODY /INPUT IN DEGREES).
C	 GP — OUTPUT FORCE RF.OUEST SIGNAL TO MINIMUM PULSING DEVICE.
C	 040 — OFRIVA71VE OF SIGNAL 04.
C
C
COMMON /CSYSTM/ CVEC16t1SIs EULR(619 EOOT(6)
COMMON /MISCNO/ ANUM
COMMCN /PULSES/ APA(61







OY = Y(NDFLCS + MCHNL + 211
C
C	 INITIALIZE CONTROL SYSTEM VARIABLES,
C
















AY, 6LF = EULR(MCHNLI
A"6VEL = EOOT(MCHNLI
C
IF (ANGLE .GT. ANGLMT( ANGLE _ ANGLNT
IF ( ANGLE .L T. —ANGLMT 1 ANGLE
	
AN6LMT
01 = (AI • ANGVEL + AO • ANGLES • A2
C
C COMPUTE TSE COUPLING TERMS IN CASE OF THE YAW AND ROLL CHANNELS.
C
IF (MCHNL .Eo. 2 .Olt. MCHNL .EQs S1 60 TO 20
IF (MCHNL .Eli. 1 eOR. MCHNL .Eli. 41 MALT = MCHNL + 2
IF (MCHNL .Eli. 3 eOR. MCHNL .Elie 61 MALT	 MCHNL — 2





A2	 = CVEC(MALTsAf /ANUM
ANGLE = EULR(MALT1
ANGVEL = EOOT(MALTI
IF (ANGLE eGTe AN6LMT1 ANGLE = AN6LMT
IF (ANGLE .LT. —ANGLMT) ANGLE _ —ANGLMT
DALT = (Al • ANGVEL + AC 0 ANGLE( • A2
r	
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IF (MCMNL .EO. 1 .OR. MCHNL .EO. 41 01 =01 • OALT
IF 1MCHNL .EL. 3 .OR. MCMNL .EOo 61 01 = 01 — DALT
C
C	 COMPUTE REMAINING SIGNALS IN THE CONTROL LOOP.
C
20 02 = 01 - 04 • nStMCHNLI
D3 = 0.0
IF 102 .GF. ECLMI) 03 = ECLMO
IF 102 ALE. -ECLMII 03	 -ECLMO
OSIMCMNLI = COI • 03
DOD _ 1CFL • 03 - OMI / TFL
OP	 FTRSTR•03 / ECLMO
OPAIMCHNLI = OP
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PROGRAM OOCK00 ( INPUT @OUTPUT@FILMPL9TAPES= INPUT* TAPE6=OUTPUT•
• PUNCH97APE19TAPE2@TAPE3)
C
C MAIN OVERLAY OF PROGRAM DOCKEL
C
C CODED BY BOOLEY/NERZ/PARK	 1969
C
COMMON /ANGLES/ ALPHA09SALP09CALP0@TALPC9 SSIGMA(3)9CSIGMA(3)
COMMON /9C1234/ BC1(109619	 SC2(1096)9	 SC3(1092619	 BC4110926)
COMMON /BINOFR/ FI98INDMU
COMMON /8TOATA/ TRHO(99619	 8LS(10@619	 BLV(7@391
COMMON /CHANGE/ Z(150)92DT(ISO)
COMMON /CMGDTA/ FXCS149 AKRX9AKRY@AKRL9AKOX@AKOY9AKOZ90MFX9000FY9
• OMFZ9ZETFX9ZETFV92ETFZ9AX9AY9AZ98X@BY9BZ9
• TLIM
COMMON /CSFORC/ FOR CSI Iri @ NFORCS
COMMON /CSYSTM/ CVEC(6@1S)•	 EULP1619	 EDOT(61
COMMON /FORMOM/ FANDNI121







COMMON /L ATCHL / VL AM 161
COMMON /LIPARM/ FLAMC(319 QRMAG(31
COMMON /LOCLEN/ LOCI 121 9 LEN (12)






COMMON /LOCPTI/ OTI(319 OCI1319	 TCI(3)
COMMON /IOCPTP/ PSP13)@PAP(393)9PQP13.31
COMMON /LOCPTT/ THT1319TCT4319TST(31@TAT(39319TRT(393)@
• CST(3)@CAT(393)9	 QRT(39319	 TDT13)•
• OHT(3)@OGT(3190STi319	 OAT(3@31900T(39319ORT(3931
COMMON /LSTART/ RUN409DATE•NPAGE9UNAME(3)9TITLEI(12)9TITLE2(12)
COMMON /MASS/	 AMT•	 AMC@	 AIT(39319-AIC(3931
COMMON /MFREQD/ FREQT(26)9	 FREQC(26)9 IETAT9 ZETAC
COMMON /MISCNO/ ANUM
COMMON /MODATA/ HATD1392619SIGATD(3926)9	 HATp(3926)9SI6ATP13926)
COMMON /NCNTRL/ NCNSYS
COMMON /NEOTNS/ NEQTN
COMMON /NMOOES/ NMOOET@ NMODEC9 IFELAS
COMMON /PERTIT/ PTITL(8)9IFFIXO9RANGLE9EED9CANGLE9
• COELOC131@VPLOC(31
COMMON /PHILAM/ PHICON(10)@ALAM11019	 MODE	 10)
COMMON /PLTR	 / K1@NCOLS9NTIMES9XOLTA;9NPLTS
COMMON /PULSES/ QPA(6)
COMMON /PUNCHY/ IFPNCH
COMMON /QPRK T A/ QRK ( 150) 9 PRK ( ♦ 1
COMMON /RETRCT/ AK019AK029AK 039RHOS09FRETL@EXTL9TLAG9TSTAR@FRC-T.
COMMON /SKEMMS/ TOTS01 393)9THTSQ (393)9TRTSQ (393931 9	 DRTSQ13939319
• PSCSQ(39319PSPPSQf39319PQCSQ(39393)9PQPPS013939319
• CSCSQ139319000S01397@3)9	 OHTS01393)
COMMON /SLIOFRi HOMU9	 ARMMU9 BFV(6939)
COMMON /SPRDMP/ FSPRNG(29209419FDAMP(292E94!
COMMON /TAPED/ NTAPEI@ NTAPE29 NTAPP..3
COMMON /TIMESS/ STARTT@CELTAT9









COMMON /VECMAG/ FDMAGl31•	 PEMAG431
COMMON /VECTOR/ Y115019YOT41501






• It 29	 39	 0.6LOOCKEL/
OAT& NUT•	 NXT• NGAMTv NUC. NXC• NGAMC. NRHO. NXITDT












C 8 0 0 0 0 F F 6 H H K L L M P P P R R R S S S S	 T V
C A 0 0 S 0 0 T E L S I A 0 I I L R E 0 U F E E E I E
C K N N L C R A 0 A I N M C N E 0 E T 0 N T T	 T T M C
C 0 S T 0 K F 8 M T G M R A Y R T E R T K P P T U H T
C F Y A 0 0 0 L	 C	 A H T S C E N A S T	 E L P P S R





C ANGLES X	 X	 X X X
C SC1234 X x X
C •BINDFR X	 X	 x X X
C 8TOATA X X X	 x	 x X
C CHANGE X	 X x
_ C CMGDTA X X
C CSFORC X X x x x x
- C CSYSTM X X	 X
C FORMOM x	 x	 X x x
C FUNGAM X	 x	 X X
C GEOMTY x	 x	 x x	 x x x
C IFOUTS x x	 X	 x x x
C JBATCH x x X X
C JCOUNT x	 X X	 X X X x
C LATCHL X	 x x x
C LIPARM x	 X	 x	 X
C LOCLEN X	 X	 X
C LOCPTC x	 I x	 X
C LOCPTD X	 x	 x	 x x x
C LOCPTH X	 X	 X
C LOCPTI x	 X x
C LOCPTP X	 X	 x	 x X
C LOCPTT x	 x	 x	 X x
C LSTART x
• C MASS x	 x x x
C MFREOD X	 x X x
C MISCNO x x x	 x	 X	 x	 x X x x
C MOOATA X	 X x x	 x
C-11
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C	 NCNTRL x x x
C	 NEQTNS x X x x	 x x X X
C	 NMODE S x x x	 x x x x x X x X
C	 PERTIT x x
C	 PHILAM	 x x	 x x x x x x x x x
C	 PLTR x X x
C	 PULSES x	 x x
C	 PUNCHY X X x
C	 QPRKTA x x X
C	 RETRCT x x x X x X X
C	 SKEWMS X x x
C	 SLIDFR X x x X
C	 SPRDMP x x x
C	 TAPED x x x x x
C	 TIMESS x x x	 x x x x x x x X X x x x
C	 TRNF MS	 x x x	 x x x x X x
C	 VECMAG x x x
C	 VECTOR	 x x	 x x x x X x X	 x x x x x X
C	 VPSTNS




























































NPOINT = POINT + 0.1
NTABLF = NPOINT + 1
IF (NDIR .EP. 11 60 TO I
II = 2
JJ = 1
1 IF IX .GE. TABLE(II.211 60 TO S
MM = 2
GO TO 25
5 IF (X .LE. TABLE(I2•NTABLEII 60 TO 10
MM = NTABLE — I
GO TO 25
10 00 15 KK = 39NTABLE
IN = KK
IF (X .LE. TABLE(II•KK1) GO TO 20
15 CONTINUE
20 MM = IN — 1
25 LL = MM + 1
SLOPE = ( TABLE(JJ•LL) — TA8LE(JJ•MM11 1 (TABLE(II•LL; — TABLE
'^	 • (II•MM11
Y = TABLE(JJ•MMI • SLOPE • IX — TABLE(II.1(1411



















COOED BY A C PARK
	 SEPT 1969
C
COMMON /RTDATA/ TRHO(99619 BL5110.619 BLV(79391
COMMON /FORMOM/ FANDM112)
COMMON /PHILAM/ PHICON(1019ALAM11019 MODE(101
COMMON /SKEWMS1 707 SO 139319THTSO(393)9TRTSQ(3939319 ORTS0139 39 3 19
•	 PSCSO(3.319PSPPSQ(393)9POCSQ(3939319POPPS013.39319
•	 CSCSQ(393)9000SQ13.3t93)9 DHTS41393)










TLDS(19J ) = BLV(19J 1
12 TLOS(19J61 = BLV(19J6)




CALL MULT3 (TRRT12919K)9ORTS0(29190•TLDS(K19 41.1.3.3.393971
CALL MULT3 tTRRC12919K19PQCSO(1919K1:TLDS(K1910/9193939393971
16 ;ONTIPUE
00 20 I= 19 M
00 20 J=10912
20 TLDS(19J) = —TLOS(19J1
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SUBROUTINE GEOM
C
C	 COMPUTES GEOMETRY AND ROTATION TRANSFORMATIONS
C
COMMON /ANGLES/ ALPHAV•SALPD.CALPDvTALPD. SSIGMA(31#CSIGMAI3)
COMMO '.' / FUNGAM/ SGAMMA ( 3)+CGAMMA131 • SGSS1319SGCS13)•
•	 CGSS(3)rCGCS(3)
COMMON /GEOMTY/ AAtAdtAO•AE•AFeAP•OL89OLOoDLE•DLF.OLI.OLP90LOtOLS•
•	 7DTO(31•CPCOt31•RADC,DN.CSPHER *ROT ALPoPEO.FDO
COMMON /JCOUNT/ JIL
COMMON /LIPARM/ FLAMC(3)9 QRMAGl3)
COMMON /LOCPTC/ CSC(3)+ CAC(3.3)•CQC(3.31•
•	 CPC13)•PSC(319PAC(3#3)•PQC1393)









•	 CST(3)•CA7(3.319	 QRT(39319 TDT(3)9
•	 DHT(3)v0GT(3)v0ST(31. 0AT(3.3)•0QT(3.31.ORT(3.3)
CCM'MQN /MISCNO/ ANUM
COMMON /MOOATA/ HATDt3.26).SIGATO(3.2G)• HATP(39261.SIGATP(3.261
COMMON /NMODES/ NMODET• NMODEC• IFELAS
COMMON /TIMESS/ STARTTrOELTAT• To ENOT9 TMST• NSECS




































11 TRDT(19I) = 1.0
C-15







6 TRCI419J) = Y(IC+J)
TRTI(3*1) = TRTItl921*TRTI(2931-TRTI1292)*TRTI(1*31
TRTIt3921 = TRTI(193)*TRTI42911-TRTIt1911*TRTIt2931




FNRMIT = SART(TRTI( 191)*TRTI1191)+TRTI(192)*TRTIt1921
«	 + TRTIt1931*TRTI(1*31)
FNRO43T = SrrRT(TRTI( 391)*TRTI(391)+TRTI1392)*TRTI(3*2)
«	 + TRTI(3931*TRTI(39311





TRTI(I*JI = TRTI(19J1 / FNRMIT
TRTI(39J) = TRTI(3*J) / FNRM37
TRCI119J) = TRCI(1*JI / FNRMIC
40 TRCI(39J) = TRCI139J) / FNRM3C
TRTIt2911 = TRTI(3*21*TRTI(1931 - TRTI(3*31*TRTI(1*21
TRTI(292) = TRTI(393)*TRTI(1*1) - TRTI13*1)*TRTI1193)
TRTlt293) = TRTI(391)*TRTI(1921 - TRTIf3*2l*TRTI(1*11
TRCI4291) = TRC213921*TRCi(1*31 - TRCI(3*3)*TRCI11921
TRCI(2921 = TRCI(3931*TRCI(1*11 - TRCI(391)*TRCI(l*31
TRCI(293) = TRCI(391)*TRCI(192) - TRCI(392)*TRCIf191)
00 45 I=192
IT = 3*I + N6AMT - 4
IC = 3*I + N6AMC - 4
00 45 J=193
Y(IT+JI = TRTI(I*JI-
4S YIIC+J) = TRCI(19J)
3	 C
00 14 1=193
INXT = I + NXT -1
INXC = i + NXC -1
OTI(II = Y(INXT)




SGAMMAIII = SIN( Y(II))




IS CGCS(Il = CGAMMA(I)*CSIGMA(I)
C
EXTN = OLI * Y(NRH01






























IF (DSD(2).EO.D.O .AND. DSD13).E®.C.CI GO TO 21






































CALL AVP8V (1.0 ► CPC9	 1.0•PAC(1*KItCA0(1vK1)
CALL	 AX3V (TRTC9CAC(1•K)•CAT11•K11
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CALL PIERCE tnADil•KI•UCLDoDSD•RACCON• ALP HAD *SALPOetALPOrTALPD•
t	 ROTALP@DL81
C	 IF NO PIERCE POINT• CONTINUE
C ALL ROOTS tDADI1•Ki•UCLO•RAOCONtROTALPoPHICeFLAMCIKI.ORMAGIKI•
•	 JIL •K 1
C




































SUBROUTINE TO APPLY MARC
—LATCH CONSTRAINT FORCES AT DOCKING
C
	
COLLAQ• MODIFIES STATE VECTOR(S)P Y• YOT•
C
	













COMMON /MASS/ AMT• AMC• AIT(39319 AIC(3931
COMMON /MO OAT A/ HATD(3P2619SIGA70(3.2619 HATP(3P2619SIGATP(3926)













DIMENSION BA1(6.6)9 BA2(696)9 BA34692619 BA41692619





	 	 CUT(696)•0004696)#CXT( 2696)•CXC(2696)PCLA1446P61PCLAMI(69619





DATA IIST.DFDI / OP 28.1 /









GO TO (10092001f L
ICO DO 10 1=1.3
OFT(I) = TROT(1PI1•DFO1
TFT(I) = TOTIII + OFT(I)









DO 20 I =1.3
I3 = I + 3
DO 20 J=1.3
J3 = J + 3
BAl( IPJ31 = TFTSQ(IPJ1
BA21 I• J) = TRTCII+JI
20 8A2(I39J31 = TRTC(IPJ)
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CALL MUL13 ITRTCoCFCS9•BA2(1t41.3.3.3,,393961
CALL MULT3 (TR7CrPFCSGvW6393*393s393vb)
CALL MULT3 (TRTC9HATP 9BA4
	 93.39M1010:C•39Is61
CALL MULT3 tTR7CrSIGATPeBA4t4rl ► o3r39N110'%7Cr3s,3961
CALL MULTAD (W63 9SIGATP•SA4	 •3.3•N140DEC•6.3.61
DO 30 I=1.3
13 = T	 3
00 30 J=1•NMOOET
BA3119J) = HATO	 (I•.)1
30 BA31I39JI = SIGATO(19J)
CALL MULTAD (OFTSG9S26ATDoBA393939NN,.,;ETo3@3t61
CALL M ULT3 t9A1t1v4)9AITI*M63+6*3t3v6*3#61
00 40 I=1.6
00 40 J=1 03
JP? = J + 3
CUT(J	 0I1 = PAI(I•JI/AMT




JP3 = J + 3
CUCW 9I1 = PA2(19J)/AMC
SO CUC(JP39II = M63(I.J1
00 45 1=196
00 45 J=1•NMOOET
45 CXT(J92) = BA31I9J)
00 55 I=106
DO 55 J=1•NMODEC
SS CXC(JtI) = BA4(I1J1
CALL MULT3 1BAIvCUT*CLAM96r
	 69996` 6961










CALL MULT3 IBA1•VtNUT	 )OV1969	 6.1.6.150961




60 RV(II = — V1t11 + V2111 — V3(I1 + W11
CALL MULT3 4CLAMI•RVaVFLAMt6v6.1*6.6.6)
00 65 I=1.6
6S VI(I) = —VFLAM111
CALL MULTAO (CUT•VFLAM•Y(NUT







CALL MULTAD (CXC9V1	 9V(NXICOT)•NM0QEC969192696+1501
RETURN
200 CALL MULT3 (NATO 9V( NXITDT197DDTR939NMOOET •1+3t1S0#31
CALL MULT3 1HATP •YINXICDiltCPOTR*SoNM00ECol*3915093!
C*LL MULT3 ISIGATO.Y(NXITOT).OMDT 939NM00ETs1*3*&S0t31
CALL MULT3 (SIGATP9Y4NXICOT1vO4PC •3*N14OOEC.1v3v1S0.3)
DO 70 1:1.3
II	 NUT + I + 2
I2	 RUC + I + 2
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0041GO ( I1 = Y(I1) + OMOTM
70 OMGP M = 1( I21 + OMPC M
C
VECIti1=Y(NUT )*YINUT+41*TOT(31-TINUT+SI•TOT121+29*TOOTR(lI
VECI(21 =Y(NUT*1) *Y(NUT *S)*TOTIII-YIN11T+31*TD1 (31+2.*TODTR121
VECIt31=Y(NUT+2)*Y(NUT*31*TOT(21-Y(NUT*41*TDTt11+2**TDOTR(31
VEC2111 = 004Gn12)*DFTf31 - OP6013loDFT121
VEC2421 = OMGC!3)*DFTt1) - OM60411*OFT131




VEC4(1 1 = OMGP(2)*PFC(31 - 0146P131OPFC121
VEC4(21 = OMGP(31*PFC(1) - OM6P(ll*PFC(31
VEC4(31 = OMGP(l)*PFC(2) - ON 6P(21*PFC(1)
C
I = NUT * 3
J = NUT + 4
K = NUT + 5
RV(11 = -TtJI*VECt(31+YtKl*VEC1(21-0M60(21*VEC2(31+OM60(31*VEC2(21
RV(2) = -Y(K)*VECi:11+YIit*VEC1131-0M60131*VEC2111+011160111*VEC213)
RV(31 = -Y( II*VECI(2 1+T( jto^ECI(ll-ON60(11*VEC2121+0N60121 *VEC2111
I = NUC + 3
J = NUC + 4
K = NUC + 5
VECl( 11=Y(JI*VEC3t31-Y( KI*VEC3(2l*ONSP(21*VLC4ty)- ONGP(31*VEC4t21




E:Vt4 ) - 0.0
RY(SI = 010
RV16) =0*0
CALL MULT3 IBA1*YDT(NUT	 1*V196*	 6919691SO961




90 RV(11 = RV(I) - V1111 + V21I1 - V34I1 + V WI
CALL MULT3 (CLA14I9RV*VLA1q*6*6*1*696'96)
DO as I=116
FS VIM  _ -VL AM (I )
CALL MULTAD ICUT*VLA149TOT(NUT 	 116
	 9691* 69691501
CALL MULTAD ICUC*V1 9VOTINUC	 196	 9691* 69691SO)
CALL MULTAO (CXT*VLAM*TOT(NXITOTI*NNODET*691*2696*1501
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SUBROUTINE HSIG
C
C SUBROUTINE TO SrLECT CERTAIN AMPLITUDES, IROMS)	 AND MODES	 (COLUMNS)
C CF THE	 CHASE
	
AND TARGET	 VEHICLE	 VIBRATION MODAL MATRICES.
C
C SUBROUTINES CALLED ARE -- RrAD9 READIM AND REVISE.
C
C CODED BY CARL BCDLEY9 JULY	 1969
C
DIMENSION	 AMORK(100910019 VYORK{10019	 JVEC(10019	 IVEC(100)
C
COMMON	 /MFRE®D/ FRECT(26)9	 FREOC( 2619 ZE1AT9 ZETAC
COMMON /MODATA/ HATO(392619SIGATD(392619	 HATF(1926)9SIGATP(39261




READ	 (NIT91002)	 IFELAS9 NMODET9 NMODEC9 ZETAT• ZETAC
1002 FORMAT	 43I59	 2EL0.01
C








IF (NC1 -NE-	 NC .OR- NCF .NE- NCI	 GO TO 999
NM = 0
DO 10 I=19NC
IF	 tJVEC(I)	 -NE-	 0) NM	 = NM •	 1
10 CONTINUE
60 TO	 ( 51 +52)9 L
51 ZF (NM -NE. NMOOET) 	 GO TO 999
60 TO 53
52 IF (NM .NE. NMOOECI GO TO 999
-_ 53 ,CALL REAOIM	 (TVEC9N19NC1919100)
IF	 (NC1 .NE.	 NR)	 GO TO 999
N3 = 0
00 20 I=19NR




-NE-	 3)	 GO TO 999
C ------REVISE TO FORM H 	 (DEFL- AMPLITUDE) --------------
SO  TO
	 (54.551•	 L
54 CALL C EVISE	 (AMORKvIVEC9JVEC9HAT0	 9NR9NC93 *NMODET9100931
GO TO 56
55 CALL REVISE (AMORK9IVEC9JVEC9HATP	 9NR9NCa394MODEC9100931
56 CALL READIM	 (IVEC9N19NC19191C0)
IF	 (NC1	 .NE.	 NR1	 GO TO 999
N3 = 0
00 30 I=19NR
IF	 (IVEC(I1	 .NE-	 0)	 N3	 = N3 .	 i
r 30 CONTINUE
IF	 fW3	 .NE-	 3)	 60	 TO 99°











(AMORK9 IVEC9JVEC9SIGATP9#1R9NC939NMODEC ► 10093)







200 NMOOET = 1





























C MATRIX INVERSION (A•• — 1 = 81 -- RANK ANNIHILATION METHOD.
C ALGORITHM FORMULATED BY CARL ROOLEY.
C THE INVERSION CHECK 80A IS CALCULATEC AND PRINTED.
C CALLS SUBROUTINE PA6EHD.
C THE MAXIMUM SIZE IS
C	 N = 150
C CODED BY	 CARL BODLEY	 JANUARY• 1967.
C
C	 SUBROUTINE ARGUMENTS
C A = INPUT MATRIX TO BE INVERTED. SIZE/N•N1.
C 8 = OUTPUT MATRIX INVERSE OF A. SIZEINvN).
C N = INPUT SIZE OF MATRICES A AND B. (14AX-1501.
C KR = INPUT ROW DIMENSION OF MATRICES A AND B IN CALLING PROGRAM.
C
1001 FORMAT 12SHIN EXCEEDS INV2 ALLOWABLE./ 17HOPROGRA04 STOPPED*)
1003 FORMAT (//ICX•45HSUBROUTINE INV2 HAS CALCULATED THE QATA BELOW
•	 //IIOX•40HTHE DIAGONALS OF INVERSION CHECK B*A ARE
•	 // 18197E16.81)
1004 FORMAT 1///IOX942HTHE MAXIMUM OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENT OF BtA IS
•	 f_17.8. 2X• 4HAT ( 139 IN* 13. 1H) 1
1006 FORMAT 119HIMATRIX IS SINGULAR/ 17HOPR06RAN STOPPED.)
C
IF IN .61. 150) 60 TO 97
IF IN .EQ. 1 .AND. A(1.11 .E9. 0.01 60 TO 99
IF IN .E®. 1 .AND. A(1.1) .NE. 0.0) 60 TO 96
C




90 DO 5 I=1.N
IRE(I1 = I
5 IV(I ► = I
C
C CONDITION A FOR MAXIMUM DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
NMI = N - 1
DO 6 L=19NM1
SMAX = 0.0




IF (IT -EQ. 2) 1 = LA
IF (IT .EQ. 2) K = L










IF IIT .E®. 2) BIN(L) = A(LsLA)





C FENERATE INITIAL B AND ABAR
00 10 L =ItN
LA = IRE (L )
I = L
K : LA
IF (IT .EQ. 21 I = LA




IF IIT .EQ. 2) M : LA
IF (IT .EQ. 21 M1 = J
15 B(Mtmll = 0.0
I0 AIKrI) = A(Krl) - BINIL)
C
C INVERSION LOOP• USES ROW OF ABAR WITH MAXIMUM S.
00 35 L=19N
SMAX = 0.0
DO 23 J =L•N
LA =IV(J)
S = 1.0
00 26 K =1 •N
26 S = S + A(LA•KI*8(K9LA?




IF (SMAX .GT. 1.0E-991 60 TO 60
IF (IT .EQ. 21 GO TO 99
60 TO 65







2S WiIl = WiIl + AtLA•J)*B(J•I)
S = 1.0 + WMAI
00 30 I=19N
30 Utll = B(T@LA)
DO 35 I =1 .N
00 35 J=19N
35 BII•J1 = Bil•J1 — U(I)*W(J)/S
Z
C RESTORE A




IF (IT .EQ, 2) I = LA
IF (IT .EQ. 2) K = L
40 A(K92) = A(Kelf + BIN(L)
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SUBROUTINE KINMAT
C




COMMON /ANGLES/ ALPHAD9SALPO9CALP09TALP09 SSIGMA(319CSIGMAI3)
COMMON /BTOATA/ TRi4O(996) 9 8L5(109619' 8LV(79391
COMMON /FUNGAM/ SGAMMA(3)9CGA14MA13)9SGSS1319SGCS1319
•	 CGSS(3)9CGCS(3)
COMMON /GEOMTY/ AA9A8rACrAE9AF• Ap9 OLB90L09DLE90LF90LI9DLP9DLQ9DLS•
s	 TOTO(319CPCO(319RADCON9CSPHER9ROTALP9PE09F00
COMMON /LIPARM/ FLAMC(3) 9 QRMAE (3)







COMMON /LOCPTT/ THT( 3) 9TCT (3/ 9TST (3) 9TAT 139319TRT 139 3) 9
•	 CST(3)9CAT(39319	 Q*T(39319 TOT(3)9
• CH7(3)•0GT(3)vDST(3). 0AT(393)9DQT(393)9DRT(393)
COMMON /MODATA/ HAT0(392619SIGATO(392619 HATP(3926)9SIGATP(39261
COMMON /NMODES/ NMOOET9 NMOOEC9 IFELAS
COMMON /PHILAM/ PHICON(1019ALAM(10)9 MODE(101
COMMON /SKEYMS/ TDTSQ(39319THTSQ139319TRTSQ(39393)9 ORTS 4(39393)9
•	 PSCSQ(3.319PSPPSQ(393)9PQCSQ(3939319PQPPSQ(3939319
•	 CSCSQ(393)9CQCSQ(39Y*319 OHTSQ13v3)
COMMON /SLIDFR/ HDMU9 ARMMU9 BFV(89391




+	 9TRHP(39319TRTP (393) 9TRRP1393931









IF 1TMST. GT. 0901 GO TO 2
C
COSALP = CSPHER/SALPO












CALL SKEYV (TOT• 10!541
C
00 4 I=193
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I3 = I+3
C
TRM1 = OLOOSGAMMA(I) — ADsCGAMMA(I)
TR1q 2 = DLD*CGAMMAIII + ADOSGAMMA(I)
TRM3	 AF-AA-TRM1
C
FDI = OLI - DLF + Y(WRH01 - TRM2
FDJ = TR43*SSIGMAIII
FOX =—TR143*CSIGMA(II






TRHO(I3. 1)	 = UAJX
TRHO(I39I31	 = TRMI*UAJX + TRM2*(UAJZ*CSIGMA(I) - UAJYOSSIGMA(Ill
C
TRM1 = DLE O SGAMMA(I/ - AE*CGAMMA(I)
TRM2 = OLE*CGAMMA(I) + AEeS6AMMA(I)
TRM3 = AP-AA-TRM1
C
PEI = OLI - OLP + Y(NRHOI - TRM2
PEJ = TRM3*SSIG14A(I)
PEK =-TRM3 *CSIGMAlI1











CALL SKEWW (TNT * THTS01
CALL SKEWV (CSC• CSCSO)
CALL SKEWV (OHT• DHTS01
CALL SKEWV (PSCP PSCSO)







IF (IFSF .EO. 0) GO TO 10
SFVI1•J) = TRHT(I#Jl
9FV12#J) = TRHT(3*J1
10 8LV(1vJ) = TRHT(2vJ1
C
CALL MULT3(TRHT(2.11vT'TSOrBLVtlr41t1+3*393.3971
IF (IFSF .NE. 0)
*CALL MULT3(TRHT(1.1)•THTSO•BFW(1•41.1+3.3.393.81
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11 8LVf1•J+6) = —7RHCt2rJ1
C
CALL "UL TMTRHC(2.11•CSCSO•BLVIIt10).l•393093.71
IF IIFSF .NE. 01
*CALL MULTMTRHCt loll •CSCSQ•BFV4to101.193.39393.81
IF IIFSF .NE. 01
*CALL MULTMTRHC13•ll•CSCSQ•BFV(2.10)•393939393961
C
CALL MULT (DHTSOPSIGATO•TEMP9393*NMO DET•393)
CALL AA88 11.0•HAT0s1.0•TEMP•TE140.39NM0DET*31
CALL MULT34TRHT(2.1)tTEM09BLV(1.13)91o3•NMODET9393.71
IF fIFSF * NE. 01
*CALL MULT3(TRHT(I.1)•TEMO•BFVfltl3)91939NM00ET•3.3981






IF fIFSF * NE. 01
*CALL MIULT3(TRHC( 1.119TEM099FV(1913*NM00ET)91939NMODEC9393981






























CALL SKEYV (TRT(1•K1. TRTSO41.1•Kil
CALL SKEYV f CQCf l•K ) • COCS91191910 )
CALL SKEYV (DRT(1#K1• DRTSO(loliK11
CALL SKEYV (POC(1•K)• PQCSQ1I9IoK)1










IF	 ( IFSF	 .E O.	 0) GO TO	 20
BFV(K2*JI	 =	 TRRT(1*J*K)
RFV(K3*J1	 =	 TRRT(3*J*K)
20	 BLV(K1*J)	 =	 TRRT(2*J*K1
j C
CALL	 MULT3(TRRTl2* 1* K)*TRTSO(I*1*K1*BLV(KI*4)*1*3*3*3*3*71
IF	 (IFSF	 .NE.	 01
*CALL	 MULT3(TRRT(1.1*KI*TRTSO(1*1*KI*BFV(K2*41*1*3*3*3*3*81








22 BLV(Kl*J*61	 = -TRRC(2*J*K)
C
CALL	 MULT3(TRRC(2*l*K1*COCSO(1*I *KI*BLV(K1*101*113*3*3 *3*TI
IF	 (IFSF	 .NE.	 01
*CALL	 MULT3(TRRC( 1*1* K)*COCSO(1*1*K)*BFV(92*101*1*3*3*3*3*81






CALL	 AABB	 ( I.D*HAT0*1.0*TEMP*TE090*3*NM0DET*31
CALL	 MULT3(TRRT( 2* 1*K)* TE14O*BLV(KI*l3)*1*3*NMOOET*3*3*71










CALL MULT3(TRRC( 2*1* KI*TEM0*1BLV(Kl*13+NMOOET)*1*3*NMODEC*3@3971
IF	 (IFSF	 .NE.	 0)
*CALL	 MULT3(TRRC( 1*l* K)*TEMO*BFV(K2*13*NMOOETI*l*3*NMOOEC*3*i*81
IF	 (IFSF	 .NE.	 01




















IF	 (IFSF	 .EO.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 60
SFV(
	 I*	 J1	 =	 BFV(	 I*	 J)
BFV(I4*	 it	 - -BFV(I4*	 J)
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JJ = J+JT
IF IIFSF .EO. 0) 60 TO 62
SFV( IiJJ1 = -BFV( ItJJ)
BFV(14.JJ1 = -BFVtI4.JJ)
62 BLVi I•JJ1 = -BLV( I•JJ)
C
DO 64 J=193











PHICONI I) = PEG - PE14A6(I)
72 PHICON(I4) = ORMAG(II - AB
C
	
PHICON( 41	 DSH121 - CSPHER
PHICONt 8) = DSD(1) - COSALP



















COMMON /NMODES/ NMODET• NMOOEC• IFELAS
COMMON /PHILAM/ PHICON1101•ALAN1101• MODE1101
COMMON /RF.TRCT/ AKOl@AKC29AK039RHOSOeFRETLvEXTL@TL.AGoTSTAReFRE-
COMMON /SPROMP/ FSPRNG12920941tFOAMPI2920#41
COMMON /TIMESS/ START7.OELTAT9 To ENDT• TMST• NSECS














DATA I1ST•CKV / 0. 0.9975
DATA BTOL•MAXITR/ S.r 15
DATA NIT#NOT 15. 6 /
C
IF II1ST .GT. 0) 60 TO 7
FROXU = IDL0+2.•DLS+EXTLI/IDLG—EXTLI
NALY = NRHO + 1
NALZ = NRHO • 2
C
ISCO = 13 • NMOOET
DO IS I=1.3
15 VM II1 = G.
C
I1ST = 1
7 CALL MUL73 (BLV	 •YI	 NUT1•VM 1 41.70	 69 I.79 150s301
CALL MULTAO I9LV11v ?ley( NUCIOVK 1 4/t7• 6tIv791SOt10)
CALL MULTAO IBLV(I• 13)oY1NXITDTIPVY 1 41.7•NMODET9197r1S0.101
CALL MULTAD (1LV11•iSCOI•YINXIC0T1.VIi 1 41•79NMODEC91.7.150.10:
C
100 IVEC141 = 0
DO 17 I=193
IP4 = I • 4
IP7 = I • 7
IVECII 1 = MOOEII 1
IVEC(TP4) = MODEIIP41
IF (MODEM .EQ. 0 .AND•
17 IVEC(IP7) = 1




IF IIVECIII .E q . 01 GO TO 20
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C
CALL REVISE ( QLSiPIVECtiVEC#BCr10#696t6910o61
CALL R EVISE (VCON	 . IVECPJVEC1l)•YKV910911691910@61
IF 1MODE14) .EO. 1 .OR. MODEM .EO. 11 60 TO 105
MV3111 = 11.0 — CKVI•(EXTL•-YINRHO)I / DELI AT
NV3421 = ICKV-1901•YINALYI/GELIAT
WV3131 = ICKV-1.01•YINALZI/DELTAT
CALL MULT3 IBC 14.119MV3•MKV141#3.3.1.69:961
GO TO 50
ICS IF (MODE141 .EQ. It) GO TO 50
DO 25 1:193
2S YKVII+31 = VM141•TRHT12vI1
50 CALL INV2NP 19C99CI#696)
CALL MULT3 18CI#UK V• TO? IMP NO I.6.6er#6r6s1501
00 65 I=1.3
MGM = NRHO + 2 + I
IP4 = I + 4
IF IMODEIII .E®. 1 .OR. MODEtIP4) AGe 11 60 TO 6S
VDTINGMI = I1.0—CKV1•149.•ANUM— YIN6M11/DELTAT
FS CONTINUE
C








IF (STEST .GE. 00 CALL FTARLE IYINALY)#F01219SLOPE#8INTRv
•	 FSPRNG II.1e2loFSPRN6(1t192)919MMI
IF (STEST .LT. 00 CALL FTARLE (T1NALY)9F01219SLOPE.9INTR•
•	 FSPRNG11e1.3leFSPRNGi1t1t31.1rMM1
STEST = YINALZ)•YDTINALZI
IF ISTEST .GE. 0.1 CALL FTARLE 1YINALZI9F0(3)9SLOPE98INTR9
•	 FSPRNG11t1o21•FSPRNGIlr1t21.1o14M1
IF WEST .LT. 0.1 CALL FTARLE 1V1NALt191F0i319SLOPE99INTR9
•	 FSPRNG11#1931•FSPRNG11o1o3itteMM1
DO 40 2-1.3
IP3 = I + 3








IF 12 .LE. 31 IL = I
CALL FTARLE IODOTIII•FDD*SLOPE913INTRrFDAMp11e1•ILI•
•	 FOAMP11#l9ILto19MM1
27 FT(I) = FOII1 + FOO
C
00 600 I =1.7


















610 WV3(I)	 : WVVII	 -	 W11V(JIsBC1J#I)
CALL	 MULT3	 (VV3.9CI(1.41•WKV(41.1.3.3.1+6.11
FI	 = 0.
IF	 (MOOE(41	 .EG.	 1	 .OR. MODEM	 .EG.	 11 GO TO 6S2
DO 61S I_4.6
615 WKV(II	 :	 0.
60 TO
	 151
6S2 ROOMAG = A6S(DDOT(111




153 CALL	 MULT3	 ITRPTI2 .119WKV1419SIOF92'9391#3t6t2)





IF	 (ASSIFBDLT)	 .LE.	 BTOL1	 60	 TO	 151
ICNT =	 ICNT	 +	 1
IF	 (ICNT	 .EG. MAXITR)	 60 TO 999
FI = FIP1
DO	 152 I=4.6
IS2 WKV(II	 = WKV(II	 +	 FBOLTsBCIII•Il
GO TO 153
C
151 00	 45 1:1910
IV	 =	 IVEC(11
ALARM = 0.
IF	 IIV	 .EQ.	 01	 GO	 TO 45
IF (MODEM .EG. 11 ALAP M = MKVIIVI
45 CONTINUE
IF	 (MODE141	 .EG.	 11	 ALA1414)	 = - TRHT(2+114WKV(41
s	 - TRHT(2.2)sWKV(S) -
	 TRHT(2@31sWKV(61
C
IF	 (JIL .NE. 41	 RETURN
C
IF	 (ALAM(41	 .GE.	 0.1	 GO TO S7
MODE(41	 - 0
GO TO 100
57 !F!	 = 0
00 SS
	 I=1.7




















SUBROUTINE TO ESTABLISH LOCATION OF KEY LEADING ELEMENTS
C
	





COMMP %1 /LOCLEN/ LOCI 12 ► 9 LEN 1121
COMMUN /NCNTRL/ NCNSYS
COMMON /NEQTNS/ NEOTN
COMMON /NMOOES/ NMOOET9 NMODEC• IFELAS
COMMON /YPSTNS/ NUT 9NXT9NGAMT9NUC9NXC9NGAMC*NRH09
•	 NXITOT•NXIT•NXICDT.NXIC• NDELCS
C
DATA	 NIT• NOT	 / S• 6
C
NXIT	 = NXITOT + NMODET
NXICDT = NXIT + NMOOET
NXIC	 = NXICOT + NMOOFC
NDELCS = NXIC + NMODEC
NEOTN = NOEL'S + NCNSTS - 1
C
IF (NE®TN .GT. 1501 60 TO 20
C
LOCI 11 = NUT
LOCI 21 = NXT
LOCI 31 = N6AMT
LOCI 41 = NUC
LOCI 51 = NXC
LOCI 61 = NGAMC
LOCI T/ = NRI40
LOCI 81 = NXITOT
































COMMON /YPSTNS/ NUT *NXT*NGANT*NUC*NXC*NGAMC*NRNO*
__ s	 NXITDT*NXIT*NXICOT*NXIC* NOELCS
DIMENSION	 TRIO( 313) *TRIT( 3931*TRTC(3931
DIMENSION OATMIN(6*31
DATA N!T*NO1/ S• 6/
C
LOCI FORMAT (/// IOX933HYNE DATMIN ARRAY IS AS FOLLOWS
*IOX*50H1 TARGET EULER ANGLES — PSI* THETA• PHI 	 (OEGREESIP
+1OX*5ON2 CHASE / TARGET EULER ANGLES — PSI* THETA* PHI
	
(DEGREES )/
*IGX*5GH3 CHASE ANGULAR VELOCITY — OMEGA X• OMEGA To OMEGA Z — (*
+	 124DEGREES/SEC)/
*ICX*SSHN Ca ASE C.G. VELOCITY IN X*T*Z DIRECTIONS REFERENCED TO*
+	 19H CHASE (LENSTNtSEC)/
*IOX*SSHS D TO S DISTANCE IN X*Y*Z DIRECTIONS REFERENCED TO TARGET*
t •	 9H (LENGTH)/
_ *1OX*SSH6 RHO(XI*	 (LENGTH!*	 GAMMA(I@2 *3)* 	 (DEGREES! *	--------i
C
C
C ROUTINE READS MINIMUM INITIAL CONDITIONS AND INITIALIZES THE Y(II VECTOR.
r
C READ MINIMUM INITIAL CONDITIONS AS FOLLOWS.
- C 1 TARGET EULER ANGLES — PSI* THETA• PHI — 	 (DEGREES)
C 2 CHASE / TARGET EULER ANGLES — PSI* TH Ir TA* PHI	 !DEGREES)
C 3 CHASE ANGULAR VELOCITY — OMEGA X• OMEGA To OMEGA Z — (DEGREES/SEC)
C 14 CHASE C-6- VELOCI T Y IN X*Y*Z DIRECTIONS REFERENCED TO CHASE	 (LENGTH/SEC)
C S D TO S DISTANCE IN X*Y*Z DIRECTIONS REFERENCED TO TARGET (LENGTH$




C ZERO SPACES AND CHANCE DEGREES TO RADIANS.
C
DO S I	 = 1*NEOTH
_- S Y(II	 = 0.0
DATMIN(6*2)	 = DATMIN(6*21 •	 ANUM
DO 10 I = 113




10 DATMIN(I*J)	 = OATMIN(I*J) •	 ANUM
C



















TRIT11911 = CS1IT s CS2IT
TR T Cl1911 = CSITC s CS2TC
TRITl2911 = SN UT s CS2I1
TRTCl2ell = SN1TC s CS2TC
TRITI3+1i = — SN2IT
TRTCl3.11 = — SN2TC
TRIT11s2) = CNIIT s SN2IT s SN3I7 — SNITT s CS3IT
TRTCII.21 = CS1TC s SN2TC s SN3TC — SWITC s CS3TC
TRITl2921 - SNIIT s SN2IT s SN31T + CS1IT s CS3IT
TRTC(2921 = SMITC s SN2TC s SN3TC • CiS1TC • CS3TC
TRIT43.2) = CS2IT s SN3IT
TRTCl3.21 = CS2TC s SN3TC
TRIT(1931 = CS1IT s SN2IT s CS3IT + SNIIT a SN3IT
TRTCII.3) = CS1TC s SN2TC s CS3TC + SN1TC s SN3TC
TRITl2.31 = SNIIT s SN2IT s CS3IT — CSITY s SN3IT
TRTC(2.31 = SN1TC s SN2TC s CS3TC — CS1TC s SN3TC
TRIT1393) = CS2IT s CS3IT
TRTC(393) = CS2TC s CS3TC
CALL MULT (TRIT.TRTCoTRICs3939393931
C
C	 FILL IN THE YIII STATE VECTOR WITH INITIAL CONDITIONS.
C




DO 25 I = 1.>
Y(NGAMT + I - 11 = TRIT(1911
YINGAMT + I + 2) = TRIM92)
YINUC + I — 11 = OATMIN(+19I1
Y(NUC + I + 2) = DATMIM091)
00 20 J = 1.3
20 YINXC • I — 11 = Y(NXC + I — 11 + TRITIIvJ) s ITOTC(J) • DATMIN
s t5•JI1 — TRICII9J1 0 (CPCOIJI + PSP(JtI
YINGAMC + I — 1) = TRICII.11
Y(NGAMC + I + 2) = TRIC(1921








































C SUBROUTINE TO ESTABLISH IF PIERCE POINTS (If
C BELOW DROGUE LIP






DATA	 NIT# NOT	 /	 59	 6
C
IF	 ((DA(II.LE.0.01	 .OR.	 1DL(11.LE.0.01	 .OR.
1(SOR7(OA( 2)•DA(2) +DA(3) i 0A(3))/OAII ) .GE. TA LP I)	GO	 TO	 100
IF	 ((DSIII.LE.0.01	 .OR.	 ISARTIDS(21*DS(21*OS(31*0S(3/)/ OS(1).GE.




IF	 ISART(08(2)*DB(2)*DB(3)*OBI3f1/06(11 	 .LT. TALP)	 RETURN
C
DO M = DA(21*08131	 - DA(3)*DB12)
DO M = DA(31 . 06(1) - OAI11+0801
DD13)	 = DA(II s DB(2f	 - OA(21*06111
C
E	 = -DDIl)/(TALPsSORT(DO(2)*00121+0013100D(3))1
DENOM = SORT(I.0 - EsEf
BETA = ATAN210021900(3))
C
PHIPPIII	 = ATAN2(E9	 DENOM)	 - BETA










IF	 (DD(1).EO.0.01	 GO TO 30
IF	 (DD(2).EO.0.0) 60	 TO	 40
C
30 DO 35 I=192
35 RPP M = OO(21/(DC(11 $ SALP*SPHIPP(I1 - DC(31sCALP1
GO TO 60
C
40 00 45 I=192
45 RP0 121	 = 00(11/(SALP 01 0C M 0CPHIPP(I)	 - OCl21•SPHIPP(I)11
C
50 RMAX	 =	 AMAX1(RPP(119RPP(211
C





101 FORMAT(/91019 37HPITCH ARM ORIENTATIDN ERROR• STOP RUN)
STOP
-{ 106 WRITE(NOT9107)
107 FOR04AT(/910X936HPITCH ARM HAS PIERCED OROGUE9 STOP RUN)
STOP
110 WRITE(NO79111)
III FORMAT(/910X9 34HPROBE HAS PIERCED OROGUE9 STOP RUN)
STOP
ENO
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PROGRAM PLOTER
C
COMMON	 /PLTR	 / K!tNCOLS•NTIMES•XDI_TA*NPLTS
COMMON /TAPED/ NTAPEI• NTAPE2( NTAPV3
COMMON	 /TIMESS/ STARTT.CELTAT•














IF	 (KOUNT	 .NE. KPL) REAC(NTAPE11
	
DUMMY








210 READ	 (NTAPE2) N CX•NCY•NXPL•XNAME•YNAME•PTITLE








	 .GT•	 0)	 XDELTA =FLOAT (NXPL)sXDLTA
IF	 (NCX	 .GT.	 11	 CALL SCALER(Z(1•NCYI•Z(1•NCXI•IZ•XSTART•XOELTAI
C






















































STARTTODELTAT• To ENDTO TMST• NSECS
Y115010YDTI1SO1





DATA NAMES 16HU — TA96HRGET 06H 96HX - TA96MR6ET
	
96H	 •
• 6HGAMMA 96HTARGET96H 96HU - C14•6MASE	 06H	 •
• 6HX - CH•6MASE 96H 96H6AMMA 96HCMASE 96K 	 •
+ 6HRHOS
	 06H 06H 06HNODE V•6MEL - T•6MARGET •
• 6HMOOE D•6HISP - 96NIARGET96NM00E V96HEL - C•SMMASE	 •
• 6HMOOE D06HISP -	 9614CMASE •6HCON SY96HS PARA•6MMETERS/
C
IFITMST .EU. 0.01	 KOUNT = NSECS





C ALTER Y AND TOT FOR PRINTING AND PLOTTING
DO 12 I= IONEQTN
Z(I)	 =	 Y(I)
12 ZDT1I1	 =	 YDT1I1




ZDT(JI)	 = YOTIJII /ANUM
Z1JJ)	 = YIJJI/ANUM
13 ZDT(JJ)	 = YOTIJJI /ANUM
00 14	 1=10S
J = I*NRHO
ZIJI	 = YIJ1 /ANUM
14 ZDTIJI	 = YDTIJ)/ANUM
DO 15 I=103
J = NOELCS*I
K = NOELCS * I * 18
ZIK1 =	 Y(K) /ANUM
ZDTIKi	 = YOT1K1 /ANUM
ZiJ1	 = YIJIIANUM
1S ZOT1J1	 = TOTIJI /ANUM
C
M KOUNT .NE. NSECSI 60 TO 100
C
YRITEINOT0T301 T
730 FORMAY(INIo///• 37X917HSIMULATION 1114E =• E14.41




DO S I = 1.12
K = tI - 11 • 2 • 1
L = K • ?.
WRITE (NOT•S001 INAMES(JI• J s99L)
SOO FORMAT t1X• 3A61
NBEGIN : LOCIII
MEND = LOC(11 • LEN(11 — 1
00 S J : N9E6IN9NEN0
S WRITE (NOT•6OS1 ZIJI. 20T(JI
60S FORMAT 127X•E17.Q917X9E17.Q1
C
WRITE(NOT96101 (OSCII)• I 	 1•3)
610 FORMATI//•13HOSO VECTOR = • 31SX•E17.61)
C
WRITEtNOT961Si
61S FORMAT (1M0916X•3HPHI.22X95HL AMDA923X•4HMODE•/1




630 FORMAT(///9 IOX916HRETRACT FORCE : 9 E17981
C
WRITE(NOT•6311 FI
631 FORMATI/• 10X9 24HBINDIN6 FRICTION FORCE =• E17.61
C
WRITEINOT9640) (FANOMIII9I-1.121
640 FORMAT(///•IOX•l6H FORCE AT PT 0 _• M X9E17.B1•/•
•	 1OX916HMOMEPT AT PT 0 =• 342X4179819/9
•	 IOX916H FORCE AT PT P :• 342X•El7.Ql•/•





63S FORMAT(///•3OX91SHELAPSED CP TIME = •' E17.61
C





IF (IFPLOT .NE. 01 CALL SETPLTICP)
C
CALL SETTPE


















STARTTrDELTATP To ENOT• TMST• NSECS
Yt1S019TOTt1S01
NUT •NIT •NGAMT •NUCoNXCoNGAMCrNRHO•
NXITDTrNXITtNXICOT#NXIC• NOELCS
IF (MOOE(81 .EQ. 01 TSTAQ = T • TLAG
IF tT — TSTAR .LE. 0.01 GO TO 10
C
AA^ _ AKDI
IF t Y f NRHO 1 . L T. RHOS01 AK 0 = AK 02
FRET = AKD *IT — TSTARI/ABStAK03 • EXTL - TINRHOi1













DATA GESLAM• TOLER• MAXITR / S0.0. 0.01. ISO /




SO 6 - FLC




IF tASSI6-611 .LT. TOLERI 60 TO 60
IC - TC a 1




60 OR1 = RCTNA — OAt11 - 6*0011
OR2
	
= RCP — DAf 21 — G • DL ( 2)
Oda
	 = RSP — DAIS) —6•OL(31





















REFERENCE FOR GILL — RUNGS-KUTTA ALGORITHM ••-
C
	
MATHEMATICAL METHODS FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS• ANTHONY RALSTON•
C
	












COMMON /GPRKTA/ GRKl1S01t PR9141
COMMON /TIVESS/ STARTT•QELTAT• It ENDT• TMST9 NSECS
COMMON /VECTOR/ Y(1S01•YOTIISOI
C
DATA NT / 0 /
C




GO TO (103.101.101.10S)• JIL
1C1 R : PRKIJILI*IZ — QRKMI
GO TO 107
103 R : PRK(JILI*Z — QRK(I)
GO TO 107
105 R = (Z — 2.*GRK(I1)/6.
107 Y(II : Y(I) • R
110 GRK (I ) : GRK 1 I 1 • 3 . •R — PRK (J IL ) O 2
IF (JIL -EG- 1 .OR. JIL .EG• 31 T = I t * UELTAT 12-
CALL GEOM
CALL KINMAT
IF IJIL -EG- 41 CALL CONTAK
120 CALL VECTR
C
NT : NT • 1
ANY : NT
TMST - ANT*OELTAT










DATA	 NITrNOT	 /5• 61
C
10C1 FORMAT (54HIHORIIONTAL SCALE COULD NOT BE SHIFTED IN 10000 MOVES.
•	 //9H HMIN = E1508
•	 9H HMAI = E 1S.8
•	 9H SCALE = E15.8 1
C
VMAX = Vill




IF (ViIl .LT. VMIN) VMIN = ViIl
IF (ViIl .GT. VMAXI VMAX = Vill
IF (Hill .LT. HMIN) HMIN = HiIl











15 I = I+1
IF (I .GT. 100001 GO TO 999
IF (HMIN .GE. XSTART) 60 TO 20
xSTART = XS - FLOAT(II•SCALE
60 TO 15
C
20 I = 0
2S I = I+1
IF (I .G:. 1000C) 60 TO 999
If (HMAX .LE. XSTART+10.•SCALE) RETURN











C	 SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE PROBE POINT LOCATIONS AND
C	 PLOT FRAME IN PERSPECTIVE OR STEREO
C
C	 COOED? BY BOOLEY /PARK 	 OCTOBER 1969
C








•	 D#m.:' ?93) 9OR0( 3931
•	 . DHPD(3)9060(393190FDt393)9DPDt3931
COMMON	 /LOCPTI/ OTI(3)9 OCI1319	 TCI(3)
COMMON /LOCPTP/ PSP(3)@PAP(39319POP(393)




















t DIMENSION COEYLC(319 VPNTLC(3)
c
DATA	 NIT• NOT	 / 59 6
DATA INTL /0/
DATA	 (ILOC(I)9I=19501
•	 /	 I.	 49	 49	 49	 6.	 79	 Be	 69	 79	 89219229239129139149
s	 99109119	 29	 29	 29	 39	 39	 39
•	 So	 69	 79	 89	 79	 8 ► 	 69219229239189199209159169179
+	 189199209	 9910.11.12913914
C
IF	 (JBA.GT .11	 GO TO 98
IF	 (INTL	 .NE.	 01	 GO	 TO	 98
READ	 (NIT910011	 !PTITL	 (I19I=1.81
]OCI FORMAT	 (SAID)
_
READ	 (NIT910021	 IFFIXO ► RANGLE9EE09CANGLE
1002 FORMAT	 (I595X96EI0.0)
READ	 (NIT910031	 (COELOC(I)9I=1931
READ	 4NIT910D3)	 (	 VPLOC(119I=193)
1003 FORMAT	 (8E10901
98 CONTINUE











81 IF IIFFIXD .NE. 01 GO TO 97






IF (INTL .NE. 01 60 TO 99
C
DO 90 I =1.25
MLOC(191) = ILOCIII
90 MLOCII92) = XLOCII+251
C
If IIFFIXD .WC. 0) 60 TO 96







C	 COMPUTE PROBE HEAD COORDINATES
OLFI = ANUM*6.
DO 10 L=192
L1 = 1 • 31*1L-11















OLFI = 180+1L-11 - 135*12-LI
FI = FI • OLFI*ANUM
L1 = L2 + I
L2 = Ll + 16 - L
AL = 6*11 + 14s(2-L)i
AL = ANUM+AL






AL = AL • OL AL
20 CONTINUE
C










DO 30 L:1 92
00 30 J=1*2
FI = FINOTIJI
L1 = L2 + 1







































IF (IFFIXO .NE. 01 60 TO 9S
C MODIFY COEYLC* VPNTLC

































C DSD COMPUTED BY GEOM













































C ROY 1-23 OF CLOC
DO 20C J=103
CLOCt 10	 J)	 =	 OHPD(J1
CLOC( 20	 J)	 =	 DPCO(JI




CLOG( 49 J) : DSSDtJ1
CLOCI St JI : DSO(JI
=	 DO 20D 1:10
CLOG( 5+It JI : OADIJ#II
CLOCI 8.19 J) : DPDIJ#ll
CLOC(11•I9 JI : OFOIJtI1
CLOC(14+19 J) : DDDIJ9I1
CLOCII7•I9 J1 : OEOIJ911
CLOC(20+19 JI = DBD0911
200 CONTINUE
C























SUBROUTINE TO WRITE DATA ON NTAPEI SO THAT IT CAN
C
	








COMMON /CSFORC/ FORCS11C19 NFORCS
COMMON /FORMOM/ FANOM(121
COMMON /LATCHL/ VLAM(6)
COMMON /LOCPTO/ OSD(31. OH04319060(319DA01393190RO(393)9
•	 0001393)9oRD(3931
•	 •OHPO (319080(393190FO(393)9DP0(3931
COMMON /NMODES/ NMODET9 NMODEC• IFELAS
COMMON /PHILAM/ PHICON(1019ALAM(10)9 MOOE(101
COMMON /RETRCT/ AKDI9AK029AK039RHOS09FRETL9EXTL9TLAG9TSTAR*FRET
COMMON /TAPED/ NTAPEI• NTAPE2• NTAPE3
































C	 CODED BY A C PARK	 SEPT 1969
C
COMMON /CSFORC/ FOR CS(1C19 NFORCS
COMMON /FORMOM/ FANDMI121
COMMON /LATCHL / VL AM (61
COMMON /TAPED/ NTAPEI• NTAPE29 NTAPE3
COMMON /TIMESS/ STARTT9CELTAT9 T• ENOT9 TMST9 NSECS
C
WRITE (NTAPE31	 To (FANCM(I1 ► I=196)9 IFORCS4119I=29719
•	 (VLAM(I19I=19619 (FAND14(I19I= 791219
•	 FOR CSI1)9 (FORCSII19I=8910)
C















COMM014 /ANGLES/	 ALPHA09SALPD*CALPOPTAIPO• SSIONA131005IGNA131
COMMON /HINOFR/ FloBIND14U
COMMON /CSFORC/ FORCS1 IV * NFORCS
COMMON /GEOMTY/	 AArAB#ADrAE*AF#AP90LBoOLOoDLE•OLFrOLIoOLP90LO.OLSt




COMMON /MASS/	 AMT•	 AMC•	 AIT13931•	 AIC13.31




COMMON /NMOOES/ NMOOET• NMOOEC•	 IF ETAS
COMMON /PLTR	 / K19NCOLSoNTINESrXDLTA•NPLTS
COMMON /PUNCHY/ IFPNCH
COMMON /GPRK T A/ ORK ( ISO) 9 PRK 1141
COMMON /RETRCT/ AKOI•AKD2•AK039RHOS09FRETL•EXTL•TLAG•TSTAReFRET
COMMON /SLIDFR/ HDMU• ARMMU• SFV18.391
COMMON /SPROMP/ FSPRNG12920#41*FOAMP12920941
COMMON /TAPED/ NTAPEI• NTAPE29 NTAPE3
COMMON /TIMESS/ STARTT•DELTAT# To ENOT• 	 TMST•	 NSECS










7001 FORMAT 1//I /1SX940H THE	 INPUT SCALARS TO PROGRAM OOCKEL ARE 	 •
• //23X•	 ION STARTT = r10.6•
• /23X•	 ION DELTAT	 = F10969
• /23X•	 ION ENOT	 = F10.69
a • /23X•	 ION XDLTA	 = F10.6•
s /23X9	 ION XPRNT	 = FI0.69
• /23X•	 ION ZETAT	 = F10969
• /23X•	 ION ZETAC	 = F10.6.
• 123X9	 ION IFELAS =	 I59
• /23X•	 ION IFPLOT = I59
• 423X•	 ION IFPER	 =	 I59
• /23X•	 ION JBATCH = IS•
• 123X•	 ION MINIC	 =	 ISe
• 123X.	 ION IFPNCH = IS	 i
2005 FORMAT t	 23X9	 1014 NCOLS	 =	 IS•
• /23X•	 ION NCNSYS = IS*
• 123X9	 ION NFORCS = IS•
• /23X.	 ION NEOTN	 = IS•
• 123X9	 IOM NMOOET = I59
• 123X.	 low NNOOEC = IS	 1
2002 FORMAT 1//	 23X•
• ION AA = E1S.89/23X•IOH AS	 = E1S.89/2339
• ION AD = EIS.89/23X@IOH AE	 = E1S98t/231.
I •	 ION AF = E1S.89/23XvIOH AP	 = E1S.89123X9
C-51
6C-52
	 MCR-70-2 (Vol II)
* ION OLB	 = E15 * 89/23X91ON OLD = E1S*89/23X•
* ION OLE	 = E15.89/231910H OLF = E1S*89/23X.
• ION OLI	 = E15 * 89/231910H 01.P = E15.89/23X•
• ION OLO	 = E15.89/23X9
* 10M BLS	 = E15.89/231•lOH F00 = E15.89/23X9
* InH PEO	 = E15.89/23X910H ALPHAD = E1S.89/23X*
• ION CSPNER	 = E15 * 89/23Xt1OH RADCON = E15*89/23X9
• ION AKOI	 = E15.89/23X910H AK 02 = EIS*8+/23X•
• ION A903	 = EIS.8•/23X91OH RHOSO = EIS*89/23X9
• ION FRETL
	 = E1S.89/23X910H EXTL = FIS*89/23X9
• ION TLAG	 = EIS * 891231910H TSTAR = E1S*89/23X9
• ION RINOMU = E15.89123X9
• ION HOMO	 = E15.89/23X910H ARMI4G = EIS *8	 1
2003 FORMAT	 I////// 2SX93014TWE TARGET VEHICLES MASS IS	 EIS*81
2004 FORMAT	 1////// 2SX93ONTHE CHASE	 VEHICLES MASS IS	 EIS*81
C
3001 FORMAT	 I24H1ERROR CHECK	 AT NERROR = 139 IN FAILED*
* /17HOPROGRAM STOPPED*1
























ITOTO 9N19	 N29 19 31











S"• IGMAII I = SINI ANUM•S 16MAI I11
10 CSIGMAIII = COSIANUM*SI6MAlI11
C
READ INIT910041 AMT
CALL READ 1AIT9 N19 W29 39 31
WRITE INOT920031 AMT
READ INIT910041 AMC








NFSPR - FSPRNG(191#I1 F 1.1
IF (NFSPR .NE. N21 60 TO 900
00 17 J=39N2
JM1 = J - I
IF (FSPRNG(I#Jttl .LE. FSPRN6(IvJMltt-11 00 TO 900
17 CONTINUC
CALL READ	 (FOAMP(ItIvI1•NItM2v2t%TABLE1
MFOMP = FOAMP(lelet) + 191
IF ( NF OMP * ME *
 N21 00 TO 900
00 is J_3•N2
JMl = J — I
IF IFOAMP(19J91) .LE. FOAMP419JI41ollI 60 TO 900











SO IF ( MIMIC . EQ. 0) CALL READfT9MIvN2rI91501
IF (MIMIC .EQ. 11 CALL MINTS
C
IF (J9A.GT.11 GO TO 90
IF (IFPLOT.EQ.01 60 TO 90
NERROR 0
LIMPLT = NPLTS •NCOLPI
IF (LIMPLT .GT. K11 GO TO 901
180 READ (NIT91003) NCX9NCT9NXPL9XNAME9YNAMEoPTITLE
NERROR = NERROR • 1
IF (NCX .GT. NCOLPI .OR. NCY .6T. NCOLPI 1 60 TO 901
WRITE (NTAPE21 NCX@IICY#NXPL*XNAME#YNAIMEsPTITLE
IF INCX.NE.01 GO TO 180
C
C PRINT INPUT SCALARS,
90 CALL PAGEHD
WRITE INOT92001) STARTT9DEL TAT vENOTsXOLTA*XFRNT • ZETATvZETACv
•	 IFELAS9IFPLOT9 IFPERtJl3A• MINK• IFPNCH
WRITE INOT920051 NCOLSoNCNSTSoNFORCS*NEQTMoNMOOET*NMOOEC
WRITE (NOT#20021




C SET INTEGRATION CONSTANTS.
PRKIII = .S
PRK12) = 1. — SQRT1.51
PRK431 = 1. + SQRT(.S)
PRK1^1 = .5
C















































COMMON /TIMESS/ STARTT•DELTAT• To ENOT• TMST• NSECS
C















C COMPUTES TIME DERIVATIVE OF STATE VECTOR
C




COMMON /CSFORC/ FORCS(1019 NFORCS
COMMON /JCOUNTI JIL
COMMON /MASS/	 AMT• AMC•	 A11139319
	 AIC(3931
COMMON INFRE001 FREOT(2619	 FRFOC(2619	 ZETAT9	 xFTAC
COMMON /MISCNO/ ANUM
COMMON /NEGINSI NE0TN
COMMON /NMOOES/ NMOOET9 NMOOEC9
	 IFELAS
COMMON /PHILAM/ P HICON11019ALAM11019	 MODE410)
COMMON /SLIDFR/ HOMU9	 ARMMU9
	 BFV(8939)
COMMON /TIMESS/ STARTT9DELTAT9	 T9	 ENO T 9	 TMSTt
	 NSECS




COMMON /VECTOR/ Y11S019	 YOT(iS0)




DIMENSION AITI(3 * 3)9 AICI(39319 TZO MT(2619 014SOT(2619
1	 TZ014C12619 OMSOC(26)
DIMENSION V116)9 V21619 V3(6)9 V%A(319 V4813)9 VSA(319 VS81319
I	 V26A(2619 V268(2619 T33(3931
DIMENSION VEL(8)9FOR18)98IGF1391
DATA ILATCH9ROV/ 09 1.0 /
C
IF (T MST .RT. 0.01 60 TO S
C
CALL INV2NP(AIT• AITI9 3. 3!











00 2 I =19NMODET
TZ004T(I1 = FPIZT*FREOT(I1










NOMT = NUT • 3
NOMC _ NUC • 3
S CONTINUE
C
IF ( V (NRNO ) . I.E. ROV * AND * JIL .EO. 4 .ANO.
C-55
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•
	
MODE(8) .EA. 11 IL kTCH = 1
IF (ILATCH .EO. 11 CALL HL ATCH11)
CALL SKEWV (Y(NOMT)9 OMEGT)
CALL SKEWV (Y(NOMC19 OME6C)
C
CALL ATXBV ITRTI9 Y(NUT19 YOTINXTII
CALL ATXBV ITRCI9 Y(NUC)9 YOTINXCII
C
CALL AX83 (OMEGT9 TRTI9 GAMOTT)


























IF (I.GT.11 COF = ARMMU
VELMA6 = SORTIVEL(I)*VEL(I)*VEL(III*VEL1I111
FOR( I1 = —COF*VEL1 I)*ALA1MJLA1fI/VELMA6
















V4AII) = V21I1 + (V1(I)*V31I)+BI6F(I))/AMT






YOT( To = V4A(I1
i
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YnT(II) = V26A(I) + V263 ( I) — TZOMT ( I)•Y(III — OMSOY M OY(IJ)
•	 * BIGF(I+121
c^ 2 Y^T(IJ) = Y(II)
C
CALL PULT (FORCS•RC2•VI.1•NFORCSs6.1.10)
CALL MULT (ALAM ( 4)•9LV ( 1.7)•V39I.7.6.197)
CALL AX31 (OMFCC•AIC•T33)
CALL 4X ,-V (OMrGC•Y(NUC)•V2(1))




V4A(I) = V2(I) + (v11I1 + V3(I)+3IGF ( I+6)1/AMC
E3 V4?(I) = V1(I3) + V2(I3) + V3(13) + BIGF(I+9)
C






E4 YDT(II8) = V5M)
C
CALL MULT (FORCS• BC49V26At19NFORCSPNMODEC919101





YDT(IT) = V26A(I) + V26P(I) — TZOMC(I)+Y(II) — OMSGC(T).YaIJ)
•	 + EIGF(1J+12+NMOOET)
FS YOT(IJ) = Y(II)
r






PROGRAM DOCKEL INPUT DATA
MCR-70-2 (Vol II)
This Appendix presents a listing of required DOCKEL input
data. These data are for the Baseline Configuration and were
used to generate the results presented in Chapter II. Numerical
output obtained from these data are shown in Appendix E.
D-1
rD-2




I	 1	 1	 C
34	 10
06	 C.C1	 1C.	 105	 5C.
2.25 .85 1708 .965 3.395 4.25	 14.48	 12.90
17.S9 4.7S 14.1C ?.30 16.5: 2.C55	 11.5	 10.5[
42.75 2.58 13.56 Q.0 300 5.41
	 2.08	 1000.0
11-12 10.15 C.0 C.28 .2E -2E
TOTO	 1 3




1	 1 134.7 -7.7 -7.7
DOCCOCCCOC
SIGMA	 1 3
l	 1 181. 3CC. 6C.
0000000000
296.4000
AIT	 3 3 INERTIA FOR CLUSTER ONLY
1	 1 +6.428E+06 +1.622E+C4 +_.528E+C6
2	 1 +1.622E+04 +2.474+07
-1.575E+05






1	 1 IS524C. 1E956. 16932.
2	 1 16956. 539016. - 79212.
3	 1 16932. -79212- 539C28-
0000000000
FSPROX	 2 8
1	 1 7. 0. 0.32 097
1	 5 2.62 8912 11.1 11.12
2	 1 0- -2000. -125. -118.




1	 1 400 -12. -0.1 0.1
1	 5 12.0






1	 1 1960 -000708 -0.06605 - 000587
1	 5 -0.05135
-000367 -0.02936 -0-C22C2
1	 9 - 0001468 -0.00730 0.00734 0.01466
1	 13 0.022CZ C-02936 O.C367C 0.05135
1	 17 0.05870 0006605 0.07080
2	 1 C.0 -81.75	 +C? -72.3	 +03 -59.15 +C3
2	 5 -4911
	 +03 -33.22
	 +03 -26.17	 +03 -19.5 +03
2	 9 -12.94	 +03 -6.256	 +C3 6.256	 +03 12 -°4 +C3
2	 13 19.5	 +03 26.17	 +03 33.22	 +03 49010 +03




1	 1 2.0 0.0 100




1	 1 1800 -000708 - 0006605 -0.0587















































-0.01468 -0000734 0900734 0901468
0902202 0.02936 0.0367 O.OS13S
0.05870 0.06605 090708
0.0 -81.75 +03 -6S01S *03 -47.0 +03
-1600 +03 -22.2 *C3 -17016 *03 -12.21 *C3*
-8031 +03 -40085 +03 40085 +03 $031 *03
1248 *03 1701e *C3 22202 *03 360C *C3


































































































































































16	 ATTEN. DAMPING IT=TEMP= +70 THRU +250 DEG F 1
1590 -19.2 -18025 -16.8
-1444 -1290 -9.6 -7.2
-408 -206 -102C -0060
-0.24 -0.12 0.12 1.32
00 -2980. -226859 -2450.
-2170. -1920. -1680. -1435.
-1175. -9100 -6300 -4050
























































































































































































































































































































































-4 993337 74 SE-04
-1.54029350E-C3












































































































































































































































































































































































	6	 33 -4.30797683E-OS -6.27490920E-C9 -7.37695132E-06 	 6.31291151E-C7
	
6	 37 -S.77S14646E-06	 8.311666S1E-OS	 29736739S1E-OS -2446S0660E-OS
	
6	 41 -9.88C4668SE-C8 -3.19709432E-C7 -3.6SG6722CE-08 -5.44171057E-08
	
6	 4S -1.67650292E-08 -2.47715272E-46	 7.24731882E-01 -2.57722296E-07
	
6	 49 -44190676CE-08	 3.79463867E-C8	 5.98114400E-C8 -3.163C3218E-06
	
6	 53	 9.8S11S469E-07	 199S231668E-03	 3.99452721E-06 -9.90464587E-06
	
6	 57	 1.46514564E-C7	 2.07342643E-CF	 1.6967617CE-06 -3.589216 8E-C7
	
6	 61	 1.49506284E-05	 2.34629SOSE-06	 7.94984771E-07 -198S423S16E-06
	
6	 65	 2.01834373E-05 -3.49299599E-C7 -1.33288665E-OS 	 2.04S97369E-05
	
6	 69	 2.06284689E-OS -7.26241060E-OS	 8.43336884E-04	 2.95370420E-04
	
6	 73 -2.42927781E-CS -5.33902708E-CS -2.91409169E-04 -6.99210076E-C4
	
6	 77	 3.S7077277E-04 -1.99783042E-04 -1.70726467E-04 	 4.249S8S10E-0S
	
6	 81 -8.80366283E-05	 1.2C824SO4E j5 -1.38882395E-04 -2.198278CSE -CS
	
6	 85	 1.73717650E-04 -2.90861643E-01	 1.45813036E-04	 6.27014304E-OS
	
6	 89 -4.36324202E-OS -4.63S22378E-C4	 6.05549064E-OS -9.79977440E -CS
	




1	 31	 1	 C	 2
	
1	 37	 3	 4	 S	 6
	



















































2	 1	 1800	 3.	 180.
	




4	 1	 6.	 00	 -20
	
S	 1	 1301	 09	 9015
	
6	 1	 11.12	 36.38	 000
DOOCOGCODO
	
1	 2 2 To SEC	 UT	 TARGET LIM VEL (I COMP/T TRIAD$@ IPS
	
1	 3 2 To SEC	 VT	 TARGET LIN VEL tJ COMP/T TRIAD)* IPS
	
1	 4 2 To SEC	 VT	 TARGET LT4 VEL tK COMP/T TRIA019 IPS
	
1	 S 2 T. SEC	 ONXT	 TARGET ROT VEL tI COMP/T TRIA01• CPS
	




1 7 2 T. SEC OMIT TARGET RAT VEL	 IN COMP/T TRIA01# OPS
1 e 2 To SEC UC CHASE LIN VEL	 11 COMP/C TRIAD)# IPS
1 9 2 To SEC VC CHASE LIN VEL	 IJ CONP/C TRIAD$# IPS
1 10 2 It SEC YC CHASE LIN VEL	 IK CONF A TRIAD)* IPS
1 11 2 To SEC OMXC CHASE ROT VEL	 It COMP/C TRIA01# OPS
1 12 2 It SEC OMTC CHASE RAT VEL	 IJ CON► /C TRIAOI# CPS
1 13 2 To SEC OMZC CHASE ROT VEL	 IK COMP/C TRIA01# OPS
1 14 2 It SEC ROX PROBE DItTENSION	 IP TRIAOI# 7N*
1 1S 2 To SEC ALT PROBE ROTATION ABOUT Y	 IP TK AO1# DEG
1 16 2 It SEC ALZ PROBE NATATION ABOUT 2	 IP TRIA01# DEG
1 17 2 To SEC GAM1 PITCH AN" 1 ROTATION	 IP IRIASI# OEQ
I Is 2 It SEC GAP2 PITCH ARM 2 ROTAT JN	 IP TRIA019 DEG
1 19 2 To SEC GAA3 PITCH ARM 3 ROTATION	 IP TRIAO19 DEG
1 20 2 To SEC OSOX IECTOR 'DSC	 II COMP/ 0 TRIAD) * IA#
1 21 2 To SEC 0SOY VECTOR 060	 IJ COMP/ 0 TRIAO19 IN*
1 22 2 T• SEC OSOZ VECTOR OSC	 IN COMP/ 0 TRIAO19 IN#
1 23 2 To SEC LAM I CONSTRAINT FORCE# TENS LINK It LIS
1 24 2 It SEC LAM 2 CONSTRAINT FORCE* TENS LINK 29 LOS
1 2S 2 To SEC LAM 3 CONSTRAINT FORCE# TENS LINK 39 LOS
1 26 2 To SEC LAM 4 CONSTRAINT FORCE• PROBE NO CONYACT# LOS
1 27 2 To SEC LAM S CONSTRAINT FORCE• PITCH ARM It LIS
1 28 2 It SEC LAM 6 CONSTRAINT FORCE• PITCH ARM 2# LOS
1 29 2 To SEC LAN 7 CONSTRAINT FORCE# PITCH ARM 3+# LOS
1 3C 2 To SEC LAM a CONSTRAINT FORCE* PROBE NO CAPTURE# LIS
1 31 2 It SEC LAN 9 CONSTRAINT FORCE# PROSE NO CAPTURE * LIS
1 32 2 To SEC LAM	 IC CONSTRAINT FORCE# PROBE NO CAPTURE# LIS
1 33 2 To SEC LAMLFX LATCH CONSTRAINT FORCE 	 IFNI I.B.
1 34 2 To SEC LAMLFY LATCH CONSTRAINT FORCE	 IF T) LB#
1 3S 2 To SEC LAMLFZ LATCH CONSTRAINT FORCE	 IFZI LB#
1 36 2 Is SEC LAMLPI LATCH CONSTRAINT MOMENT INN) IN—LB.
1 37 ^1 T# SEC LAMLMY LATCH CONSTRAINT MOMENT INYI IN—LB#
1 38 2 To SEC LAMLPI LATCH CONSTRAINT MOMENT IMZI IN—LB#
1 39 2 To SEC FXO FORCE AT 0# X COMP# LIS
1 40 2 It SEC FTC FORCE AT 0# Y COMP# LOS
1 41 2 To SEC F ZO FORCE AT O# Z COMP# LIS,
1 42 2 It SEC "NO MOMENT AT 0# X COIN► # IN. LOS
1 43 2 T• SEC MYO MOMENT AN 0# Y COMP* IN. LOS
1 44 2 It SEC M20 MOMENT AT 0# 2 COMP# IN. LOS
I 4S 2 To SEC PHI EULER ANGLE ROLL# DEG	 CMG STATION
1 46 2 To SEC THETA EULER ANGLE PITCH* DEG	 C06 STATION
1 47 2 To SEC IOMEGZ INTEGRAL OF OME6A Z# DEG CMG STATION
1 48 2 It SEC PHICSM EULER ANGLE ROLL	 CSM ATTIT. ERROR	 DEG.
1 49 2 T# SEC THECSM EULER ANGLE PITCH CSM ATTIT. ERROR 	 DE6.
1 SO 2 To SEC PSICSP EULER ANGLE VAM	 CSN ATTIT. ERROR	 OE6.
1 SI 2 It SEC TOROX CPS TORQUE# X COMP# IN. LGS
1 S2 2 To SEC TORG Y CM6 TORIoUE# Y COMP # IN. LIS
1 S3 2 To SEC TOROZ CM6 TARaUF# 2 COMP# IN * LOS
1 54 2 To SEC TXTACS TACS CONTROL TONGUE X IN—LB#
1 SS 2 7# SEC FYTACS TAGS CONTROL FORCE	 T	 LB#
1 S6 2 To SEC FZTACS TAGS CONTROL FORCE	 Z	 LB.
1 S7 2 To SEC TXRCS RCS CONTROL TONGUE X	 IN—LB.
1 SO 2 To SEC TYROS RCS CON4RCL TONGUE Y	 IN—LB#
1 S9 2 To SEC T RCS RCS CONTROL TONGUE Z	 IN -LB.
oeecoee000
400. 0160 000. 000	 0.0	 000	 000	 2.2
1.25 199 0.5 0.5	 0#S	 0061	 00SI	 [.61
09216 0*211 0.24 144000
CMG5LP 6 14
1 1 — 7.2637SBSSE— OS	 1.14622S89E-04	 4 * 27000728E-06	 2.73991S03E-04
I S - 59S8963318E — C4 2972SO118SE —C4	 1.3120915#E —OS	 3011969468[—CS
1 9 — 2.0910SO69E-04	 —6e 3447S302E—OS	 2.S713168SE-04	 4.79394787E—OS
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Appendix E presents sample outs-. from DOCKEL. This output
was obtained using the input data of Appendix D. Although the
program is capable of printing output at each integration inter-
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CARD INPUT MATRIX TOTO
	
l	 i X	 3 1
1	 1	 4.07880000E +02	 8.30900000E-01	 3.61670000E+0i
ENO OF READ.
FARO INPUT MATRIX CFCO	 (	 1 X	 3 1
i	 1	 1.34700000E+02 -7.70000000E+00 -7.70000000E+00
END OF READ,
CARD INPUT MATRIX SIGMA 	 (	 1 X	 3 1
1	 1	 1.80000000E+02	 3.00000000E+02	 6.00000000E+01
END OF READ,
CARD INPUT MATRIX AIT
	 t	 3 X	 3 1	 INERTIA FOR CLUSTER ONLY
1	 1	 6.42800900E+06	 1.62200000E+04	 3.5200000E+06
2	 1	 1.62200000E+04	 2.47400000E+07 -1.57500000E+05
3	 1	 3.52800000E+06 -1.57500000E+05 	 2.51200000E+07
ENO OF READ.










CARD INPUT MATRIX AIC
	 t	 3 X	 3 1
i	 1	 1.93240000E+05	 1.69560000E+04
	
1.69320000E+04
2	 1	 1.69560000E+04	 5.39516000E+05 -7.92120000E+04
3	 1	 1.69320000E+04 -7.9't12000AE+04
	 50390?6000E+05
END OF READ.
THE CHAISE VEHICLES MASS IS
	 Y.86577000E+01
CARD INPUT MATRIX FSPROX t	 2 X	 8
1 1 2.00000000E+00 09 3.20000100E -01 0.70000000E-01
1 5 2.62000000E+00 8.12080000E+00 1.11000000E +Oi 1.11200000E+01
2 1 0 1 -2.00000000E+03 -1.25000000E+02 -1.18000000E+02
2 5 -1.06200000E+02 -8.10000000E+01 -6.90000000E +01 7.3i000000F+02
END OF READ.
CARD INPUT !MATRIX FOMROX t	 2 X	 5 1
1
1	 1	 4.00009000E+00 - 1.20000000E+01 -1.00000100E-01	 1.00000000E-01
1	 5	 1.20000000E +01












CARD INPUT MATRIX FSPALL (
	
2 X 19 1
i 1 1.80000000E+01 -7.08000000E-02 -6.60500000E-82 -S.87000000E-12
1 5 -5.13500000E-02 -3.67000000E-02 -2.93600000E-82 -2.20200010E-02
1 9 -1.46800000E-02 -7.34000000E-83 7.34000000E-03 1.46800000E-02
1 13 2.20200000E-02 2.93601000E-02 3.67100010E-02 5.13500000E-02
i 17 5.87000000E-02 6.60500000E-02 7.08000000E-02
2 1 0 1 -8.17509820E+ 04 -7.23080080E+04 -5.91500000E+04
2 5 -4.91000000E+04 -3.32200000E+04 -2.61700000E+04 -1.95000000E+04
2 9 -1.29400000E+04 -6.25600000E+03 6.25600800E+03 1.29400000E+04
2 13 1.95000000E+04 2.61700000E+04 3.32200000E+04 4.91000000E+04
2 17 5.91500000E+04 7.23000000E+04 8.17500000E+04
END OF READ.
	
CARD INPUT MATRIX FOMALT (
	 2 X	 3 1
1	 1	 2.00000000E+00
	 8,	 1.00000000E+00
2-	 1	 0.	 0.	 1.00100001E-06
END OF READ,
	
CARD INPUT MATRIX FSPALU (	 2 X 19 )
1 1 1.80000000E +01 -7.08000000E-02 -6.60500000E-02 -5.87000000E-02
1 5 -5.13500000E-02 -3.67000000E-02 -2.93600000E-02 -2.20200000E-82
1 9 -1.46800000E-02 -7.34000000E-03 7.34800000E-03 1.46880000E-02
1 13 2.20200000E-02 2.93601000E-02 3.67080000E-02 5.13500000£-02
1 17 5.87000000E-02 6.60500000E-02 7.00800008E-02
2 1 00 -8.17500000E+04 -6.51500008E+04 -4.70000000E+04
2 5 -3.60000000E+04 -2.22000000E+04 -1.71800080E+04 -1.22800000E+04
2 9 -8.31000000E+03 -4.08500000E+03 4.88500000E+03 8.31000000E+03
2 13 1.22800000E+04 1.71800000E+04 2.22000000E+04 3.60008000E+04
2 17 4.70000000E +04 6.51508080E+04 8.17500000E+04
ENO OF READ.
CARD INPUT MATRIX FOMALZ (	 2 X	 3 1
1	 1	 2.00000000E+00	 0.	 1.80000000E+00










































CARD INPUT MATRIX FREQ
	





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6	 1 4.76396242E-056	 S - 1.62114099E-05
6	 9 1.16881227E-OS
6	 13 -6.19088436E-08
6	 17 -8. iS008043E-09
6	 21 - 1.62428558E-07
6	 2S -2.75438674E-09




























































































































-I * 7350490 9E-06
-3.93624537f-IT
6.63712519E-06
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6
CARO INPUT INTEGER MATRIX JT 	 l	 i X 96 1
1 31 1 0 2 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0
1 37 3 4 5 6 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -O -0
1 54 7 !! -0 -0 -0 -0 -O -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 • 0 -0
1 65 9 -0 -O -0 -O -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 • 0 -0 -0
1 70 10 11 12 13 14 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -O -0
ENO OF REAOIM.
CARD INPUT INTEGER MATRIX INT	 i X	 6 1
i	 1	 1	 2	 3	 0	 0	 0
ENO OF REAOIM.
CARD INPUT INTEGER MATRIX ISIGT	 (	 i X	 6
1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 1	 2	 3
ENO OF REAOIM.
CARD INPUT MATRIX FREOSC l	 i X	 1 1
1	 1	 O.
ENO OF READ.















CARD INPUT INTEGER MATRIX JC	 t	 i X	 1 1
1	 1	 1
END OF REAOIM.
CARD INPUT INTEGER MATRIX INC 	 t	 1 X	 6 1
1	 1	 1	 2	 3	 0	 0 * 0
ENO OF REAOIM.
CARD INPUT INTEGER MATRIX ISIGC	 i	 i X	 6 1
1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 1	 2	 3
END OF REAOIM.
OUTPUT MATRIX	 LOC t	 i X 12 l
1	 1	 1	 7	 10	 16	 22	 29	 31	 37	 51	 6S	 66	 61
END OF NRITIM.
OUTPUT MATRIX
	 LEN	 1 X 12 1












CARD INPUT MATRIX INCOND ( 	 6 X	 3 1
2	 1 1.80000000E+02 3.00000000E +00
3	 1 0. 1.00000000E-01
4	 1 6.00000000E +00 01
5	 1 1.38000000E +01 0.







THE DATMIN ARRAY IS AS FOLLOWS
i TARQ T EULER ANGLES - PSI * THETA, PHI (DEGREES)
2 CHASE / TARGET EULER ANGLES - PSI, THETA, PHI (DEGREES)
3 CHASE ANGULAR VELOCITY - OMEGA X• OMEGA V, OMEGA Z - (DEGREES/SEC)
4 CHASE C.G. VELOCITY IN XgYgZ DIRECTIONS REFERENCED TO CNASF (LENGTH/SEC)
5 0 TO S DISTANCE IN X,Y,Z DIRECTIONS REFERENCED TO TARGET (LENGTH)
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AA = 2.25000000E +00
AB = 8.50000000E-01
AO = 7.00000000E -01
AE = 9.65000000E-01
AF = 3.00500000E +00






OLP = 3.30000000E +00
OLQ : 1.65300000E +81















HOMU = 2.60000000E -01
















































































2 13 1.41511359E -05
3 1 1.21136805E-05
3 5 7.79460617E-05














CARO INPUT MATRIX CVEC
	











































































































































































































MODE VEL - TARGET
t
MODE OISP - TARGET
E-15






MODE VEL - CHASE
0.







































































































BINDING FRICTION FORCE =	 00
FORCE AT PT 0 s 0. 0, 00
MOMENT AT PT 0 = 0. 0. 00
FORCE AT PT P s O. 0. 0.
MOMENT AT PT P s 0. 0. 0.

















- 1.S3S49218E-02 - 2.15089943E-02










= 1.15379688E -01 5.57880229E-02
v - 4.86358729E-01 -3.10536303E-01
-49400330i0E-02 3.09762860E-02


















3.64116305E +01 - 1.22738947E-02
3.64116305E+01 - 1.22738947E-12




- 2.94527082E -01 -3.72909725E+00
-6.81610420E- 02 -?,20357223E-91









MODE OISP - TARGET
1.25016579E -01 1.06025829E+00
5.56075022E -02 2.30658132E-02
3.39648506E -02 -1.11416716E -01
9.05978327E-02 - 2..94527082E -01
1.64411383E-02 •6.81610420E-tat
- 1.76372356E -02 1.37123926E -01
- 2.45617058E-03 -3.3104387SE-02
7.29899271E-02 3.82133007E -01
-S09901019GE • 03 8.94793303E-02






MODE VEL - CHASE
p. 0.





































DSO VECTOR s	 7.98777814E+00	 -7.57267305E-01 3.50936341E+00
PHI LAMOA MODE
1 4.96503952E-03 2.20013015E+0i 1
2 4.96503952E-03 2.20013015E+01 1
3 4.96503952E-03 2.20013015E+01 1
4 2.04232503E-01 01 0
5 1.74266263E+00 00 0
6 7.17706798E+0O 0. 0
;r 6.02014051E+00 01 0
t^ 4.10695733E+20 Be 0
9 -7.67267305E-Oi 0, 0
10 3.50936341E+00 0. 0
RETRACT FORCE s	 O.
BINDING FRICTION FORCE s	 0.
FORCE AT PT 0 s 0. 0. 0•
MOMENT AT PT 0 : 0, 0, 00
FORCE AT PT P s 0. 0. no
MOMENT AT PT P : 00 01 0.
ELAPSED Co TIME s	 1.15869000E+02
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-4.99507286E -01 -2.91502002E +00
X - CHASE
5.68619289E +02 -5.11133096E +00

















MODE VEL - TARGET
-4.43161043E -01 4.09308404E+01


















4.93559802E -01 7.67400712E -01
1.69878818E -01 2.92187539E -01
- 2.08999272E-01 S.19S50647E -01
7.33686795E -02 -5.98328746E -01
4.77347900E -02 1.6669735 ?E•0O































































MODE VEL - CHASE
	
0,	 0.










































































BINDING FRICTION FORCE s -4.74062187E+01
FORCE AT PT 0 s
MOMENT AT PT 0 :
FORCE AT PT P s













ELAPSED CP TIME =	 to 16633660E+02














































































































































































































RETRACT FORCE s 8.
BINDING FRICTION FORCE =	 1.95888442E+01
FORCE AT PT 0 : 7.97865314E+00 1.63230605E+01
MOMENT AT PT 0 s D. 1.
FORCE AT PT P : -3.2093931,E+00 -1.62009962E +01





ELAPSED CP TIME s	3.28106000E+02
6MCR-70-2 (Vol I1)	 E-L"3













































































MODE VEL - CHASE
0. 0.





































USD VECTOR 3.806304SOE+00 8.46132SSGE•03 •4.OS9364SSE-03
PHI LAMOA Mlof
1 3.85436506E-03 1.79662685E*01 1
2 4,99999?ZIE-03 1.79691363E+01 1
3 4.99999727E-03 1.79851363E+61 1
4 -3.18230618E-03 t. 0
5 3.98380408E-01 0. t
6 2.S8092571E*00 to 0
7 3.20S72S33E+00 e. A
8 S.48368S53E-83 4.73968908E+00 1
9 8.46132556E-93 -4.4SS34282E*11 1
10 -4.05936459E-03 -4.03117801E+00 1
RETRACT FORCE s 09
SINOINC FRICTION FORCE =	 6.84836SSM 60
FORCE AT PT 0 = -4.73968908E +00 	4.465342IF1+11	 4.e311T818E*0e
MOMENT AT PT 0 s 01	 00 0.
FORCE AT PT P = -3.S2171880F+08
	 -4.46324239E+01	 4.38444726E•O0
MOMENT AT PT P = 3.S969877FE-11
	-101171967TE6e7	 -1.13598105E #13































































































MODE VEL - TARGET




























































MODE VEL - CHASE
0. 0.





































DSO VECTOR =	 3.80583337E+00	 6.1789527E-03 2.40133614E-03
PHI LAMDA MODE
1 4.99499026E-03 9.87387283E+00 1
2 4.99998952E-03 9.87387282E+00 1
3 4.99998952E-03 9.87387282E+00 1
4 -1.46469479E-03 0. 0
5 8.63436510E-01 0. 0
6 2.99601116E+00 00 0
7 3.73557109E+00 8. 0
8 5.01255920E-03 -3.60332659E+90 1
9 6.17789527E-03 1.23118286E+01 1
10 2.40133614E-03 i.697016273E-- 1 1
RETRACT FORCE = 09
BINDING FRICTION FORCE =	 0.
FORCE AT PT 0 z 3.60332659E+00	 -1.23114285E+Oi	 -1.69716273E+00
MOMENT AT PT 0 : 00	 no 01
FORCE AT FT P = 3.11405905E+00	 1.23969433E+01	 -2.01649594E+00
MOMENT AT PT P = -1.08952344E-02	 5.33135042E+01	 3.27742100E+02
ELAPSED CP TINE =	 5.23678000E+02
MCR-10-2 (Vol II)II-108
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III. DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM
The digital computer program for the docking simulation of two
elastic vehicles (PROGRAM DOCKEL) was developed to provide numeri-
cal evaluation of the analytical formulation presented in Volume
I. It was used to generate the results presented in this volume.
A summary description of this program is presented in the following
sections.
A. APPLICABILITY AND LIMITATIONS
Although the program has been verified through an extensive
analysis of a typical Apollo Applications Program (AAP) configura-
tion, it is not restricted t any particular orbital configuration.
The program was designed wit complete versatility to the user as
a primary objective and ther fore many options have been included.
These options may be exercis d at the user's discretion as best
benefits his requirements.	 .lso, because of the great complexity
of the overall dynamics program, it was necessary to impose several
limitations on the program.
The first limitation is strictly a hardware-imposed restraint;
the program was developed on, and as such is limited to, the Control
Data Corporation 6400/6500 series computers. This is a relatively
minor restriction in that modification to any other current digital
computer could be made with a minimum of effort. Primarily, the
uniqueness lies in the use of the plotting subroutines for the res-
?onse time histories and the optional perspective/stereo pairs plots.
A far more severe restriction is the assumption of a known and
relatively invariant description of the probe and drogue docking
mechanism. Although consistent variationp in geometry and stiffness
or damping characteristics are permitted, no deviation from either
the overall geometrical configuration or the basic kinematical re-
lationships of the probe-drogue are permissible. However, the gen-
eral description of both the target and chase vehicles are quite
arbitrary. Input parameters describing the location of the drogue
cone on the target vehicle and the probe on the chase vehicle are
arbitrary as are the inertial characteristics of both vehicles.
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Several of the user selected input options are itemized:
1) The location of the drogue cone apex (D) with respect
to the target vehicle center of mass (T) is defined
with an input vector;
2) The location of the probe hard-point (P) with respect
to the chase vehicle center of mass (C) is defined with
an input vector;
3) The orientation of the probe pitch arms with respect
to the drogue at the initiation of the simulation are
defined with an input vector;
4) The target vehicle total mass and inertial properties
about the center of mass are defined with an input sca-
lar and input matrix, respectively;,
5) The chase vehicle total mass and inertial properties
about the center of mass are defined with an input sca-
lar and input matrix, respectively;
6) Stiffness and damping characteristics of the probe bar-
rel and the three pitch arms are defined by input ma-
trices;
7) Modal characteristics for the target and chase vehicles
are defined by an input vector of structural frequencies
and input matrix of normal modes. Additional input
data required here are three integer vectors that select
the desired frequencies and modes from the complete ar-
rays;
8) Control system parameters are defined at the user's op-
tion. As many as three control systems can be included.
Chase vehicle axial thrust can be varied through the
input data.
B. OVERLAY STRUCTURE AND LOGIC FLOW
The requirement for a large amount of core storage locations,
especially to store the Lime history data for plot output, dictated
the necessity to use an overlay structure in the formulation of the
program. The program comprises four overlays (Fig. III-1).
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Fig. III-1 PROGRAM DOCKEL Overlay Structure
1. OVERLAY (0,0) PROGRAM DOCK00
This overlay (Fig. III-2) is the control overlay for the entire
program. Its basic function is to allocate sufficient storage
locations for program variables through definition of several
COMMON blocks. These COMMON blocks are then available to the
other three overlays which are called, in turn, by this overlay.
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Fig. III-2 PROGRAM DOCK00 Calling Structure
DOCK00 also initializes several program variables with DATA
statements, initializes systems plotting subroutines, calls a
FORMA subroutine to read a program run number and two title cards,
and increments a batch indicator that allows the operator to run
several jobs under the same run without the necessity of rereading
an entire new set of input data. The overlay (Fig. III-3) then
calls the overlay whose function is to read input data and compute
program variables (SETUP); the overlay that computes the docking
simulation time history (TIMHST), and, if so indicated by the plot
option indicator, the overlay that plots docking program variable
time histories (PLOTER). Control then returns to the beginning
of the overlay and, if data are available, begins another simula-
tion run. If no more data are available, the run is terminated.
2. OVERLAY (1,0) PROGRAM SETUP
The main function of this overlay (Fig. III-4) is to read a
majority of required program input data, compute several variables
that will be required in the time history evaluation, read and
write the t itle cards on tape for the plot overlay and set inte-	 d
gration constants for use in the time history integration subrou-
tine. The subroutine also prints input data. The logic flow for






Read Run Number, Title
Cards
Increment Batch Indicator
CALL OVERLAY (DOCKEL, 1,0)
[PROGRAM SETUP]
CALL OVERLAY (DOCKEL, 290)
[PROGRAM TIMNST]
CALL OVERLAY (DOCKEL, 3,0)
	
If p lot Option so Indicates[PROGRAM PLOTER]
END
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Fig. III-4. PROGRAM SETUP Calling Structure
3. OVERLAY (2,0) PROGRAM TIMHST
PROGRAM TIMHST, as the name indicates, is the overlay that com-
putes the docking simulation time histovy. The program calling
structure is indicated in Fig. III-6. The overlay begins by com-
puting and printing the state vector and all other pertinent vari-
ables for the initial time. It then proceeds through the time
history integration, using the Runge-Kutta numerical technique,
until time reaches the specified final time. The time history
variables are written on a tape so as to be available for plotting.
The output may be printed at each integration interval if desired. 	 I





Time History Data Tape
Rewind Time History Title Tape
lForcing  Function Tape
Read Input Data
Compute Program Variables




Establish Key State Vector
Locations
Read Initial Conditions or
State Vector from Prior Run,
I	 Read a Plot Title	 I
If Plot Option so Indicates
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